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The above pnotos were made during the funeral of Mrs Lucie Eddie Campbell Williaains. held at MI Nebo leaptiq Clitirch Monda

D. ditty.Gen.Kennedy Calls

Thousands Pay Respect
To Lucie E. Campbell

Off Civil Rights Hearing
In Mississippi For Jan.

•

The United States Commis- agreed to "forego, for the time
sion on Civil Rights, at thee being" a public hearing in the
request of Attorney General Stateof Mississippi which had
Robert F. Kennedy, has been scheduled for January
.Dr. John A. Hannah, chairman
of the commission, announced i
suspension of plans for the,
January hearing in his reply:
to a letter from the Attorney
.General.
In his letter Kennedy had
indicated the possibility that
the work of the Department•
of Justice might be "severely
hampered.' by
Commission
• hearings held in Mississippi
When will the Shelby Coun- during the . period when the
ty Welfare department's "peep'Department is involved in
"very far reaching and imsquad" go into action?
The "peep squad" is the portant litigation," including
name being applied to the the contempt trial of Governor
proposed team of "special in- Ross Barnett.
vestigators" that will check 1 Dr. Hannah stated that the
on women supposedly receiv-'decision not to hold the hear-

'Peep Squad
To Scout
DC Cases

ing money under the Aid to;
See HEARING, Page 2
Dependent Children act while
allowing some man to share
the benefits.
T. V. Murphy, director of
the department, said on Monday, that all plans have not
been made for the investiga9
tion or the investigators. and
11 62
that would not be annoanc:d
until a new commissioner is
At the annual meeting of the
appointed to the State Wel- stockholders of Tri State
Bank, A. Maceo Walker. PresiSee ABC, Page 2
dent, reported that the bank's
entiateettateetten lietteeitetiree"
resources climbed to $4,524,, 000 as of Dec. 31, 1962, an
increase of 8289.000 during the
year. During this period deposits increased $263.000. To
make and all time high of
$3.935,000.
Dr. A. B. Carter, a local'
The Tri State Defender will dentist, was added to thei
publish a special edition on board of directors. All other ;
Feb. 9, celebrating the Eman- members were re-elected.
cipation Proclamation. This
In addition to the regular
edition will provide an op- dividend of $6.50 per share,
portunity for you to join hands the board voted an extra diviwith business leaders to help dend of 50 cents per share to
celebrate this great occasion.1 stockholders of record as oft
We look back, as well, to. Dec. 31.
the almost half-century of NeAll officers of the bank were,
gro history. As we review our re-elected. including A. Maceo'
past progress, we look forward Walker, president; Jesse H.
to the exciting prospect ofi Turner, executive vice presieven greater growth in the dent-cashier; George W. Lee,
future.
vice president; and Horace L.
I
IIIISIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111ill11111111111 , Chandler, assistant cashier.

Dr. Jackson Delivers
Eulogy At Mount Nebo
Ace.

NORMA J. TAYLOR

Tri State Bank
Experiences Big
Increase In

4*

Afterneeil

MARLON GREEN

The music director of the
By M. L. Reid
Mourners came from all National Baptist Training Unparts of the USA to attend the ion Congress of America. she
final rites for Mrs. Lucie Ed- became ill during the convendie Campbell Williams, teach- tion held last summer in Dener, songwriter and composer,, yen Mrs. Williams was carat Mt. Nebo Baptist church ried to the Beth Israel hospion Monday afternoon.
, 4i,e1 there and had been in
Despite the early afternoon poor health since then.
During the eulogy, Dr. Jackarrangement, there was neither sitting or standing room in son praised Mrs. Williams for
the vast auditorium when the her ability to put life into
meeting
almost dead
an
funeral began at 1 p.m.
On hand to deliver the eu- through her spirited and conlogy, which lasted scarcely tagious appreciation of good
more than 20 minutes, was music.
Dr. Joseph H. Jackson of Chi- "The meetings would alcago, president of the Nation- most be dead," he recalled,
al Baptist Convention, USA, "and then Lucie Campbell
would strut out on the stage
Inc.
Mrs. Williams, known to and start leading the songs.
thousands as "Miss Lucie In no time the audience would
Campbell," died at the River- come alive."
Dr. Jackson said "Lucie had
side Sanitarium and Hospital
last Thursday evening after the ability to inspire young
having suffered a heart alt people„ and she worked with
all grottos, lif,ing them up."
tack.
EARLIE M. BILES
'ALL OVER'
"But the other day in Nashville, the Lord said, 'It's all
over Lucie. You will sing no
more in Tennessee or at the
National Baptist Convention.
I want you to come home!'"
The head of the largest organization of Negroes in the
world, Dr. Jackson likened
Five more young women of- and Mrs Ula Green of 2202
Mrs. Williams' service while
ficially entered the Tri-State Berry Hill Rd. in Arlington.
she lived to that of the woman
Defender's "Miss Mid-South She plans to become a regisin the Bible, who poured the
Contest" this week. More than tered nurse. Her hobbies are
expensive ointment upon Jesus
15 obtained applications but dancing, swimming and read- before his crucifixion.
were too late to complete reg-I ing. She is a member of the
Among her songs used at
istration before the deadline Morning Grove Baptist church
and is affiliated with the her funeral was the ever-popfor this week's entries.
"Something
Winner of the three-month Math club and Gracious La-,ular gospel tune.
Within," that Mrs. Williams
contest will receive many dies club.
once told students at Booker
beautiful gifts, plus a cash
Miss Sadie Louise Hollo- T. Washington High School
award.
well, 20, a junior at LeMoyne, was inspired by a blind youth
The five girls entering the is the daughter of Mr. and on Beale Street, who instead
eontest this week include: Mrs. Kelsey J. Hollowell of of begging for his living, was
Miss Marlon Green, 16 a 3829 Hawkins-Mills Rd. in respectfally dressed and sellsenior at Mt. Pisgah High
See EULOGY, Page 2
I
See DESIRE Page 2
School, is the daughter of Mr.
SADIE L. HOLLOWELL

Five More Desire To Be
Named'Miss Mid-South'

*pedal Edition For
Feb.9 To Observe
Emancipation

PATRICIA A. TERRELL

MRS. LUCIE CAMPBELL WIILIAMS
-

Meredith Says He'll Quit 'Ole Miss'

•

OXFORD, Miss. — (UPI) — James Meredith,
under increasing pressure from shooting incidents involving his family, said that "unless
definite and positive changes are made" he will
not register for the next semester at the University of Mississippi.
The statement by Meredith, whose entry
onto the campus last. Sept. 30 caused rioting
that killed two persons and injured hundreds,
brought an immediate appeal from U.S. Atty.
Gen. Robert F. Kennedy that state and university officials meet the conditions.
Kennedy said if Meredith leaves the school
"it would be a reflection" on the entire United
States. He urged state and school officials "to
make it possible for Mr. Meredith to continue
his education without interruption."
He also urged Meredith to consider "hopes
of many of .his fellow citizens" before withdrawing.
Meredith, 29-year-old Air Force veteran, did
not specify the conditions under which he
would continue but said the changes he asked
would have to "make my situation more con-

ducive to learning." He noted that he was not
quitting the school outright, "rather my decision is not to attend the university pext semester under the present circumstances."
University Chancellor John D. Williams said
he did not know what Meredith meant "and
until I do, I will have no statement,"
Meredith made his announcement in a statement handed to newsmen before he left for his
morning classes.
He said he has considered his course of action for some time and said his considerations
included "all the elements pertinent to the 'Mississippi crisis' and its deepest meaning and of
all the aspects of my personal relationships in
it, with it and to it."
Meredith, possibly referring to the rioting
last September and to a recent incident where
shots were fired at his father's Kosciusko, Miss.,
home, said, "Some pattern must be established
so that those who are fighting for equality of
opportunity and those who are fighting for
the right to oppress can clash in the struggle
without disaster falling upon either group."

Kennedy said Meredith "is as free to leave
the school as he was to enter it" but said he
hoped Meredith will consider that "the energies
and hopes of many of his fellow citizens have
been involved in his admission and continued
attendance."
Meredith's announcement came at a time
when the federal government was planning to
build permanent quarters near the campus for
the army troops who constantly guard his
dormitory and patrol the streets in jeeps—plans
that have been hotly protested by school and
state officials.
Meredith still is watched constantly by a
small contingent of marshals who make it a
practice to try to remain in the background
but always are in position to move in fast if
necessary.
The news brought mixed reaction from student and "we'll have the trouble all over again."
The decision by Meredith was not entirely
a surprise. The Air Force veteran, who still is
guarded by a squad of deputy U.S. Marshals
and 300 federal troops, had to step over rubble

from a night of nightmarish rioting to attend
his first classes and his existence on the campus
has been a succession of lesser but equally unnerving distractions.
At first his bvery move was a chorus of jeers.
There were frequent outbreaks of rock-throwing and firecracker-shooting at night and once
a rock sailed through a cafeteria window as he
ate. After a month the school threatened to
expel offenders but the harassment then only
became more subtle.
Pamphlets circulated about the campus, including one last night that promised to "separate the coon from the curriculum" and brashly
called for the impeachment "and execution" of
president Kennedy for backing Meredith's enrollment.
All of this has made studying, difficult for
Meredith who was reported at one point to be
taking tranquilizer pills in an effort to ignore
the distractions and concentrate on his studies.
UPI reporter Al Kuettner was told last month
Nee QUIT, Page 2
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'Larry'Blackmon
; Feted On His

is

Fifth Birthday

Master Lawrence 'Larry'
Blackmon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
f Mr. and Mrs. Charley Lart- Mr. and Mrs. James R. GoodLawrence Blackmon of 342 W.
Idale, 2516 Hanwood; girl, Pa- man, 2768 Spottswood; girl,
Waldorf celebrated his fifth
1- :rime
• Ann.
Collette.
birthday at a gala party on
Dee. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy McKay, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Strong,
Mr. an Mrs. Robertu '11853 Nedra; girl, Kendrea Lyn.
Sunday, Dec. 23.
273 Caldwell; boy, Michael
Supervising the recreation
352 Gaston; twins: boy, Regi-1 Mr. and Mrs. Odell Cage, Rena,
were his aunt, Miss Simone
nald Leon; girl, Rcsalind La- 4714 Dodd; girl, Brenda Ann.
D. Draine,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
McAnulty, and a cousin, Miss
verne.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny 0.
Carol Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Mattieu, Overton, 1336 Gill; bdy, Hans 502 W. Holmes; a boy.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Redell
King,
Climaxing the evening was
690 Pendleton; boy, Norvin Engl.
Debra
Ann.
1791
girl,
Eldridge;
a surprise visit from Santa
Flynoid.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest StanMr. and Mrs. Jesse J. JackClaus, who brought presents
field, 2135 Turner; girl, Jawan
son, 740 S. Lauderdale; girl,
for all the children, who took
Anita.
turns in telling him what they
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse E. Payne, Rita Joan.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Lester,
wanted.
934 Speed; girl, Eileen.
637 Arrington; boy, William
Larry, who aspires to be
Mr. and Mrs. James L. HorGlenn.
an athlete, was thrilled
(Continued From Page 1)
ton 1299 N. Bellevue; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Mays,
one of his presents, a bask
I
Raleigh,. In her community Kerry Lynn.
369 Jones; girl, Teresa Ann.
dasnd demonstrated for his
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
E.
she is affiliated with the JunMr. and Mrs. Ethel Webb.
friends,
Prince,
895
N.
Claybrook;
a
(or Civic league, assistant girl
1577 Carnegie; girl, Glenda
While the children were enscout leader and the Spring Dec.3y.
Renee.
... , joying games, their parents
d ".
Hill Baptist church. Around'
Jan. 2.
AI were being entertained in the
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Cole- Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
the campus she is a member
Robinson.
., beautiful new den of the home
man,
816
N.
Olympic;
boy,
Melof the Drama club. Student
287 Essex; girl, Demetria La'
of the honoree's mother, Mrs.
Gene.
yin
Fellowship, National Educeshun.
Joyce Blackmon.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
M.
lion Association and the PreMr. and Mrs. Henry Lee
Assisting were Larry's
Alumni of LeMoyne. Miss Speaks. 981 Saxon; girl, Mi- Taylor, 1026 Lavon; girl, Inez
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
chelle Yvette.
Hollowell aspires to become
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MaxSamuel McAnutly and Mrs.
I Mr. and Mrs. Sam Taylor,
a school teacher.
ii 1817 Castalia; girl, DeEthel Lenoir; and his aunts.
:823 Mansfield; girl, Angela well:
metria
Miss Earlie Mae Biles 18
Yvette.
Miss Harry Mae Simon and
Denise.
a junior at Mt. Pisgah High
Mr. and Mrs. Curly Wilson.
• Mrs. Rose Evans.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L.
854
Eyers; boy, Bernard.
-school, is the daughter of Mr.
Parents who remained to
Huery, 3350 Rochester; boy. Mr.
and Mrs. Leollie Head
& Mrs. Willie Lee Bites of
enjoy the affair were Mrs,
Willie Lee Jr.
1224
Argyle;
girl,
Seletha Ma7259 Bridgewater Rd. Eaglie,
Barbara Atkins, Mrs. Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Ben- rie.
who enjoys dancing and colHolliway, Mrs. Barbara Cole,
son, 749 Wells; girl, Barbara
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
aspires
to
Starks.
lecting photographs,
Rev. Lawrence Haygood. Mrs.
Jean.
2077
journalist
and
Hubert;
become a model,
boy, Jerry Carl.
Pearl Gordon, Mrs. Wilma
Mr. and Mrs. John Glover,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
memColmathematician. She is a
Campbell, Mrs. Doris Walker.
1114 W. Davant; girl, Margaret
lins. 1426 College: a girl.
iaer of the Math club, Futurel Ann.
Mrs. Elaine Campbell. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William BradTeachers, N.H.A. and MajorMrs. Anthony T. Collins ard,
Mr .and Mrs. Sam Means, ley.
1356 Lauderdale; boy.
others.
ettes.
663 Clifford; girl, Robin Rosha. Jeffery
Lynn.
back row, same order, are Miss Carol Thompson holding
AT LARRY'S PARTY — Just before refreshments were
Miss Norma Jean Taylor, 17, Mr. and
Mrs. James Kirby. Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Booth. served, small fry attending Larry Blackmon's party asa senior at Lester High school, 888 N Front; girl,
Cheryl Johnson, Herbert Kneeland, Michell Campbell, Tom••
Katherine 863 N. Seventh; boy,
D'Wayne. sembled for this photograph. On front row, from left, are
is the daughter of Mr. and Efr,nke.
ride Vann, Spencer Evans. Johnny Gordon, the Love BroMrs. J. A. Taylor of 2866 Pres- Mr. and Mrs. Williem C. Mr. and Mrs. James Lane. Chequita Haygood, Sandy Kneeland, Gwendolyn Callian,
thers, Deborah Waters, Everett Johnson, Joey Campbell. Ro33 W. Virginia; girl, Annette
ton Ave. Norma, who a6pireslohnson, 927 Mason;
setta Haygood, Sandra Johnson, Carlton Kneeland, and Miss
Jackie Atkins, Lawrence "Larry" Blackmon, the honoree:
boy, Wilto_become a dramatist, enjoys liam Clark.
Simone McAnutly holding Pamela Atkins. Present but not
Mr. and Mrs. John 'Burns, Eric Walker, Arthur Love, Steven Berkley, Michael Holloreading, singing and dancing. Dec. 31.
on photo are Sandra and Carla Cole. iMcChriston Photo)
way. Jarvis Greer, Wanda Jackson and Al Campbell. On
She is a member of the Early Mr. end Mrs. Johnny M. Fel- 1568 Miller; girl, Quon Tina.
.LeMoyne
and Mrs. BobyMr
J.LipGrove Baptist church. She is ton. 1346 Decatur; girl, Thelma
Happens to the Best
•
A 510.185 grant to LeMoyne
ford. 1622 Barton; girl, Teresa
•
also affiliated with the Cotil- Lena.
LONDON — (UPI) — Shaw college this week from the
lion club, Gracious Ladies, Mr. end Mrs. Magellen As- Ann.
Taylor, who advises British National Science Foundation
National Honor Society, and kew, 1566 Humber; boy, Scot- Jan. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Prince Rush.
television viewers on how to will enable 40 superior 11th
she is president of the City tie.
gutted against criminals, had and 12th grade students in
Wide Library club. When she Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. 4245 Sewanee; boy, Edward.
(Continued From Page 1)
his car stolen.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nolan.
the Memphis area to particiis not occupied with one of Wilburn. 555 Buntyn; girl,
Deb- 1233 Dempster; girl, Deborah
"It is very puzzling," he pate in a six-week Summer
the above mentioned, she is orah Ann.
ing articles to passersby, ''desaid.
Science Training Program.
busy keeping a lovely 34, 24, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jones, Joy.
noting that he had something
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Peters. within him."
Forty students will be se38 in good shape.
815 Kerr; girl, Darline Sheree. 250
Elder; boy, Danny Garcia
that aid to the hardpressed lected for the course, schedMiss Patricia A. Terrell. 16, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Watts,
VAST CHORUS
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Golden.
Negroes here will cripple ef- uled for June 10-July 20, aca senior at Woodstock High 1717 S. Barksdale; girl. Linda
Other Lucie Campbell com295 Decatur; boy. Ricky Jerome.
forts of plantation owners to cording to Dr. W. W. Gibson.
school, is the daughter of Mr•ICarril.
positions sung by the vast
discourage registration and vot- chairman of the division of
and Mrs. Goldie Terrell ofI Mr. and Mrs. Arehie Moore. Mr. and Mrs. Alexander chorus under the direction of
Pinkins. 1332 Texas; boy, Kennatural science at LeMoyne.
ing.
4860 William Rd. in Milling- 3255 L&N Street; a boy.
Mrs. Bessie McKenzie, includ- CLARKSDALE. Miss
upon
Among
those
calling
Two
neth Bernard.
This training, which is beHe declared that
olice
ten. Her hobbies are horseback Jan. 1, 1163.
ed "Footprints of Jesus:" "In students from Michigan were the U.S. Attorney General for
Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse J. Rattler,
available
riding, piano playing and ha- Mr. and Mrs. George Mc.
the Upper Room;" and "When jailed when they arrived here help was Methodist Bishop were looking for something yond that normally
cycle riding. She is a member,Claurin. 500 Tillman; boy, 867 Mosby, Apt. 2; boy, Jesse I Get Home." "Just To Behold with food, clothing, and med- Edgar A. Love of Baltimore, to charge the students with in high school courses, is beJames
Jr.
the
Natio
of the West Canon Mission-Ronald Renard.
His Face," was among those icing for allededly Negroes president of the Southern Cone and "they're using it attains ing offered by
•
cry Baptist churin where she, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haynes,' Mr. and Mrs. James Johnson, played by the organist as "being harassed for trying to ference Educational ru n d the total freedom movement." Science Foundation to
2453 Douglas; girl, Shirley La- hundreds filed past the glassHenry said he hopes that educational and research hifi
is very active wigh a number:392 Abel; boy. Derrick Ken-!
(SCEF), of New
Orleans.
vote."
von.
people elsewhere will continue stitutions located in 41 states,
enclosed casket to view the
of civic, religiotei and social !woe
Local police said the ship- SCEF was one of the groups to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davis,
send relief to this area,
dress
dressed
in
a
pink
organizations.
body
Mr. end Mrs. Columbus Wilmerit included narcotics don- that sponsored the relief ship- where thousands are on
1324 Michigan; boy, Charles and golden slippers.
the
Other contestants are;
name, 1609 Webb: boy, Cedric!Arthur.
ated by doctors in Louisville, ment.
verge of starvation because of
Miss Norish Trueman, 19. a Eugene.
Her "Twenty-third Psalm" Ky., from whence the truckMr.
and
Mrs.
James Prewitt,
the voter-registration drive.
SECOND TRIP
sophomore at Tennessee A & I. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Johnson.,
225 Ayers, Apt. 2: boy, Jerome. was the solo given by J. Rob- load of material was sent. The T h e
Southern
Christian He also asked friends everyState university, 387-E, S. 1 275 Pennsylvania; boy, Romie
ert Bradley, director of church physicians swore that there
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Minor
Williams,
Leadership Conference (SCLC), where to seek action by the
Lauderdale St.
Lee.
1154 Ryder; boy, Darrell music for the Sunday School were not any sedatives or oar- Atlanta, headed by Dr. Mar- Federal Government to aid the
Miss Carolyn Hollingsworth,: Me end Mrs. Terre Beearii,'
Publishing Board.
cotics in the truck when it tin L. King, Jr., asked the sufferers and to stop harassJerome.
17, a senior at Hamilton high 307 Baebee; boy, Terry Bern.
Giving two-minute expres- left Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen MerriDepartment of Justice to in- ment of persons trying to
of2086 Swift St.
.ark
sions on the program were Dr. Ivanhoe Donaldson and Benhelp.
Miss Beverly Allen, 18, a M. and Mr.. Emmen T... weather. 848 Speed; boy, Allen L. A. Hamblin, pastor of Gold- jamin Taylor, both 21, were vestigate.
Darnell.
"Let tons of material be the
Taylor
were
Donaldson
and
freshman at LeMoyne college, Marais.;II. 674 Regent; girl, Vaen
Leaf
Baptist church. Mrs. arrested after their arrival at
Jan. 4.
answer of the civil-rights
arrested
on
their
second
trip
of 1222 Marble Ave.
.larie Renee.
Inez
Brooks, Baptist Women the Fourth Street Drug store,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Crutchto Mississippi during Christ- movement to this latest haMiss Shirley Ann Purnell,' Me. era Mrs Charles W.
Cr. 2394 Senatobia; girl, Pa- of Tennessee; Dr. S. A. Owen, operated by Aaron Henry, mas week. They first delivered rassment by Mississippi," he
a senior at Manassas high of Ford. 2242 Howell. a girl
president
of
Tennessee
Bap- state NAACP president. The
tricia Ann.
a truckload of goods from said.
I Mr. end Mrs. Frank Render980 Keel Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Rhodes. tist Missionary and Educa- store is a receiving station for Michigan Friends of the StuMiss Patricia Ford, 16 a son. 689 N. Fifth: girl, Jacque. 1075
lion
Convention
and
Mrs
aid to starving people in the
Frisco; boy, Rodney Jer'dent Nonviolent Coordinating
junior at Manaesas high of line.
Primrose Funches of Chicago, Delta area of Mississippi.
ome.
Committee (SNCC), at Ann
1125 Capitol Ave.
— -- Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Duffie, an official of the Woman's
lArbor.
Miss Amelia Ginson, 16, a
Auxiliary of the National $15,000 BOND
CALL US BEFORE YOU
1977 Kansas; boy, Gary.
The young men arrived at Both Donaldson and Taylor'
junior at Booker T. WashingARE EMBARRASSED
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Riley, 650 Baptist Convention.
Others were Dr. Blair T. the store before it was open, are students at Michigan State
ton high. of 1621 Victor St.
Firestone; a boy.
so they went to sleep to wait university in East Lansing.
Hunt,
retired
principal
of
Miss Eunice Logan, 16, a
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hunt, 124
EXCELLENT LOCATION
After delivering the first
Booker T. Washington High for Dr. Henry. Police found
junior at Lester high, of 521
(Continued From Page 1)
Utah: twin boys, Barry Cornell
to headquar- load, the two returned to
school;
them
Dr.
D.
E.
took
King,
them,
pastor
Lipford St.
APT. FOR RENT ALSO
and Larry Darnell.
CALL
of Zion Baptist church, Louis- tens, and searched the truck. Louisville to pick up food and
The first official ballot for fare department by Governor
Frank
Clement..
under
ville; Dr. E. C. Estell, vice Officers then charged Donald- clothing
collected
the contest appears in this
CALL
He
agreed
that
there
are
president, National Sunday son and Taylor with possession auspices of SCEF; the Stuedition. Any reader of this
School and BTU Congress; of narcotics.
dent Nonviolent Action Comnewspaper can vote for con- many problems in making investigations
that
would
havel
Dr. 0. Clay Maxwell, presiBond was set at $15,000 mittee (SNAC), Louisville afFOR FREE ESTIMATES
testants of their choice by
to
be
solved
before
the
plan
dent
in
of
the
held
National Sunday apiece and they were
filiate of SNCC, and Louisfilling out the official ballot
could
go
into
effect.
School
948-5835
2143
and
BTU
by
the
SPARKS
Congress; and jail pending action
ville CORE.
and bring or mail to: Miss
(Continued From Page 1)
the
unanswered
Dr. D. C. Washington. execu- Coahoma County grand jury. Dr. Marshall King of LouisMid-South Contest, Tri-State Among
questions:
tive
director
of
groups
the
rights
civil
Sunday National
ville had directed the gather-i
Defender, 236 S. Wellington,
inge at this time was a diffiHow will an investigator cult
Memphis 5. Tenn.
one for the Commission School Publishing Board of began protests and legal ac- ing of medical supplies to go
along with the shipment. Dr.
Here are the qualifications determine that a woman is,"since preliminary investiga- the National Baptist Conven- tion to free them.
living in common-law relaKing said that he and a drugfor entering the contest,
tions indicate a situation in tion USA, Inc.
A native of Duck Hill, Miss.,
You who are here in after named hereby notified that
(1) Any single young earn- tionship with a man if the Mississippi
Revs. B. L. Hooks, A. J. Camp- gist checked the material carewhich
urgently
Mrs. Williams came to Meminvestigator is not allowed in demands the
the time for payment on the storage charges secured by
set between the ages of 16 to
bell, C. M. Lee, E. W. William- fully to make sure there were
factfinding acti- phis
with her parents at a son, C. J. Gaston and S. H. no objectional drugs.
lien upon your property has expired after due notices
22 years of age, who has never the house? Will the testimony vities the Commission is uniqvery early age. She began
of a neighbor be sufficient to ugly
thereof have been given you or attempted given you or
Herring, all Memphis pastors. TOTAL FREEDOM
able'to provide."
been married.
her career as a teacher at the
establish that a woman is inin your name in the ACE MOVERS & STORAGE WAREInterment was in Mt. Car- In Clarksdale, Henry said
He pointed out that the age
(2) Must be of good reputaof 14, taught at Carnes
eligible to receive ADC?
HOUSE AT 1260 & N. Hollywood, Memphis, Tenn. Said
mel cemetery. T. H. Hayes and he thought the police objecttion.
Commission's staff investiga- Elementary
If a woman is found to be
school and was on Sons Funeral Home was in ed to the food and clothing
property will be sold to tne highest and best bidder at
43) Must b a member of
tors have been active in the the faculty
of Booker T. Wash- charge of arrangements.
violating the ADC stipulations,
as much as anything. He noted
12 O'Clock noon on Monday, January 28, 1963 and conscale civic, social or religious
State of Mississippi since 1959 ington High
11 she be given a
school for 40
tinuing from day to day If necessary until all the goods
organization.
and that the Commission has
Starts SATURDAY!
and allowed to comply with
g received complaints of alleged years.
are sold or until all of our said storage lien claims are
-(4) Must have written con- ,
My.
Williams completed
the restrictions?
IAN. 12 —
satisfied.
sent of parents or guardian. ,
racial
discrimination
from Kortrecht High school as Val1 Murphy promised to answer
Tne names of the respective individuals here notified to(5) Must have attained at 'ome
Mississippi since the bipartisan edictorian of her class and
ONE BIG WEEK!
01
e questions in the body was fi.st
gether with a description of their respective lots of furni.years in high school.
le,ast twocontestants
created.
during
summers
completed
i near future.
her
who have
ture, household goods, etc., following to wit:
Other
Dr. Hannah also noted that college work at Rust college, THE GUTSIEST PICTURE EVER MADE!
The following accounts have been notified at their las, *
re4istered in the contest are ,
the Commission had previous- Holly Springs, Miss.
known address of foreclosure on said lots.
ly postponed the Mississippi MARRIED IN 1960
as follows: •
COLUMBIA PICTURES-'-" DAVID SUSSIONDeiwew
Lot No. 1642-Mr. Jerry Elliott-Box 148 B Route 1 Waterheaging from October 1962 to
Miss Sandra White, 17, 0(1
Mrs. Campbell did graduate
loo S. C. 1 folding table 1 dining room table & 6 chairs-1
961 Clack Place, a senior of i
December 1962 at the request study at the University of
occ. chair-1 book case and 1 stool chair and all personal
111
of the Justice Department "to Chicago and Columbia uniBooker T. Washington High.
belongings.
avoid complicating the task versity and was awarded the
school,
(Continued From Page 1)
Lot No. 1686-Otis Butler in care of Ferries Sinclair Station
of the Department" as it master of arts degree by TenMiss Mary Towns. 18, of
961 E. Parkway S. City.
1544 Locust st., a graduate of by school sources that Mere_ dealt with events surrounding nessee State University in
I gas refrigerator, 1 complete bed, 1 pair coil springs 1
Douglass High school.
dith was slipping scholastically, the admission of James Mere- Nashville.
coffee table, 1 end table, occ. chair, GI can and all per.
On Jan. 14, 1960, she was
Miss Patricia Cummings. 17, School sources said at the time dith to the University of MisBonet belongings
married to Dr. C. R. Wilof 3088 Ford road, a. junior at that Inc Air Force veteran had sissilatii•
Referring
Lot No. 1649-Yvone Kendricks-755 Pendleton-City
to
"increasing liams. secretary of the NaMitchell High.
sufficient intelligence to make
Set complete twin beds, complete bed room suite, couch
Miss Earnestine McGhee, 17, the grade but the pressure ap- harassment and intimidation" tional Baptist Training Union
suffered by members of the Board and up until her death
of 368-F. S. Lauderdale, a sen- parently was too much,
and 21r. chair coffee table, dining room table & 4 chairs
ior at Booker T. Washington Last month Meredith's father Mississippi
buffet, occ, table washing machine, electric fan and all
State
Advisory she lived in both Nashville
personal belongings.
High school.
reported at Kosciusko, Miss., Committee to the Commission and Memphis.
Aside from her husband,
Miss Evelyn Dailey, 18, of that unidentified persons in and others "who have spoken
Lot No. 1430-Mr. Louis J. Mitchell 1110 S Dixie Highway
Pompane Beach, Fla.
Louisville, Miss., a freshman automobiles had fired reveral out for law and order" in the she is survived by a neice.
Complete bed room suite, metal dinet table & 3 enaire
at Henderson Business college. shotgun blasts at the Meredith State, Dr. Hannah said that Mrs. Mae Willie Wilson of
the Commission "cannot dis- Waterloo, Iowa, and two nephMiss Gloria Jean Woodard, house.
baby crib & baby chair, 1 tv, small table, large..sign and
17. of 491 Simpson ave., a "To me it's a very serious miss lightly" its "obligation" ews, Robert Robinson. also of
all personal belongings.
senior at Carver High school. thing," Meredith said at the to support these citizens. The Waterloo. and T. J. Robinson
Lot No. 1636-William Houston-1428 Austin, City Gas Stove,
Miss Essie B. McSwine, 19, time, "that my fathes, who is Commissioners also feel, he of Memphis.
kitchen cabinet, wood dining room table and 1 chair, 1
Active pallbearers included
A freshman at Henderson Bus- 71 years old, who has raised stated, that public hearings
refrig., 1 complete bed room suite, hand lawn mower, 2
iness college, of Greenwood. 10 children and sent all of them serve to acquaint Federal and
mattresses, coffee table, piece marble and all personal
Miss.
belongings.
through high school and some State officials, As well as the Commission with its factfindMiss Shirley Smith, 18, a ,of them through college, who,local public, with relevant ing investigations in MissisACE MOVERS &STORAGE
freshman of Henderson Busi- does not owe anybody anything'facts that can lead to "cor- sippi preparatory to Making
1260 N. HOLLYWOOD
CHfCKER GARY lot) BONDS,JONIILMON,CRA1600061ASJ,14, ACM SAM
its statutory report to the
ness college, of Hazelhurst, and never did, can't sleep in rection at all levels."
a. theceS
Gt. 2.1213
ig
Dr. Hannah stated that the President and the Congress.
Mies.
peace.7
•
9

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH

5 VOTES

Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The

Memphis, Tennessee

236 S. Wellington Street
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Deltas Play
Santa To
13 Children
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IT FINALLY CAME "Down hany last Sunday.
Front" — Daisy and L. C. Bates 'CAN YOU BEAT THIS ONE?
of Little Rock have decided to An election was held at the
let the world know that their Klondyke Civic Club during
marriage has smashed against the absence of its president,
rocks. Mrs. Bates' marriage, Howard Jackson. Elected preslike the title Of her recently ident was Charlie Morris. Later
published book "The Long it was discovered that Morris
Shadow of Little Rock," had was not and had not been a
been cloaked in a "Long Shad- member of the Civic club. Anow" for sometime, which was other meeting was held during
mentioned in this column.
which the election was declared
IS IT REALLY THAT BAD? illegal, unofficial, and accused
— We mean the film "I Spit of being guilty of "packing a
On Your Grave." The local house" like machine politicians.
Censor Board permitted it to George Holloway didn't like it
— the local police depart- one little bit because the elecment stopped it from being tion was "thrown out." Morris
shown. Good, bad or indifferent — innocence a real lisps —
the police department should was confused.
have kept "hands off."
BEST FOR THE LAST, like
SOMETHING NEW IN relig- in many other cases, was said
ious worshipping was started about Lucey Campbell Williams
when Dr. Theodore Vritsis, as large crowds passed her bier
pastor of St. George Greek last Sunday afternoon. The
Orthodox church, personally only sad note about this: Mrs.
invited Negroes in Memphis to Williams was unable to hear
participate in the church's cel- all these good things being said
her.
ebration of the Feast of Epip-

H

'
lass

DELTAS PLAY SANTA — A number of children were feted
by members of the Memphis Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority and arc seen here with gifts they received during a party Riven for them at the Abe Scharff
branch of the YMCA. Adults standing on back row, from

Deltas Helped Albany
Citizens At Christmas
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Memphis Alumnae chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc., -displayed the Christmas
spirit by providing a Christmas party with all of its decorations for fifteen children,
ranging in ages from 5 to 8
WILLIE B. JONES
years.
The J. E. Walker room.
the YMCA was gaily decorad
te
with cut but Christ mas motifs
of fir trees and poinsettias A graduate of Hamilton hien
and a brightly lit alumnium school's class of '62. Airman
tree in the center of the floor. 3rd Class Willie B. Jones, was
Around the tree many gifts named "Outstanding Soldier
were placed for each of the of the Base," a' Laekland Air
Force Base in Texas.
children.
Sorors were excellent Santa He was in Memphis on a
Claus helpers leading the chil- two-week leave. He is the son
dren in giimes, carols and of Mrs. W. H. Lay, 1352 Darts
other forms of amusement. The Ave.
left, are Mrs. Lorene Osborne. chapter president; Mrs. Anna group w a s treated with Jones enlisted last Oct. 15.
Clark of the Welfare Department; Miss Charlotte Brooks, Christmas ice cream, cookies, He completed his basic technical training Dec. 14. Two dais
Miss Phyllis Brooks, party chairman; Miss' Anne Spraggina candies and fruit.
Sorors present were Phyllis after Christmas he reported to
and Miss Muse Yvonne Brooks. Withers rhoto)
Brooks, chairman of the party: Carwell Air Force Bast, Texas,
Lorene Osborne, president of for regular duty with the Air
Memphis Altimnae chapter; Force Police division.
Anne Spraggins, Mose Yvonne — ----Brooks. Katherine Thornton, inat ion.
iOuida Vaulx, Charlotte Brooks, Students over 18 years of
land Anna Clark, of the wel- age may be admitted to termfare department, who selected inal curricula on
individual
!the ithildren to he honored.
approval provided there Is
•
•
reasonable evidence of successful performance.
For application forms write
THE DEAN - REGISTRAR.
Delta Sigma Them , a n ation-:plea to Delta Nom s every0. Box 2653, MEMPHIS 2,
al sorority of Negro college' where to aid the embattled
TENNESSEE.
women, devoted its energy Negroes of her city said, "Alat Christmas towaxls the relief bany . . . where Negroes have
of Negro families in Albany, worked hard and suffered
Georgia, whose means of in- much to have their humanity
Dean-Registrar Thomas I.
CAN YOU USE
come was cut off due to their, recognized . . . is a scene of Willard
announces that registhe
right
to
mass
disorder."
efforts to obtain
tration for the Spring semesMORE
vote.
To offset the severe econom- ter a1 Owen college will
be
1.100
citizens
of
Albany
Over
ical reprisals suffered by the held Feb. 4
and 5. Classes will
have been arrested for such of- Negroes in Albany. an Emer- begin Wednesday,
February 6.
tenses as sitting in the front geney Clothing Fund has been
Admission to the freshman
GROUND FLOOR
of a bus, entering a restaurant, established
by
Delta
for class may be
granted to gradSTERICK BUILDING
and seeking to attend a church children whose parents are out uates from
accredited high
'WHIRS 10155 SW/ YOU
service,
of work because of civil rights schools with
at let-ast 15 units
OFF FRUIRINtlat
The head of the Delta chap- activity. The sorority is hold- of
LERVICI"
acceptable credits, or the
ter in Albany, Mrs. Marion ing their annual Christmas
equivalent as shown by examKing, was knocked to the in Albany and each chapter
ground and kicked by an of- and member is giving wholeficer when she brought food heartedly to aid the victims
to 100 teenagers who were of the civil rights conflict in
incarcerated
for
marching.
that city.
neacefully, on the City Hall
•
She was six months prernaw .
at the time and lost her b•il,
n iaotz.l.
DrA 1;.5ny
Jeannea n11
dl
/4 ohtlhee, an at

NEGRO JAYCEES and volunteer community workers were
photographed during the holiday when they distributed
clothing, toys and fruit to needy families. The annual Jaycee project—Christmas Party—was held on LeMoyne college campus. More than 200 children shared in the party.
Each year a group of volunteers held the Jaycee members
to distribute the gifts which are purchased by members
from funds raised by sponsoring several affairs. Each year

Sear's Third Street store donate toys to the Jaycee project.
Above are Rufus R. Jones, (left) chairman of the project.
Mrs. Vivian Baker, Mrs. Hattie King, Mn. Mildred Mitchell,
all social workers; Mrs. Dorothy Fureaud, Miss Addle Golden. a librarian at LeMoyne, Mrs. Willet Humphrey. Earnest
Young, vice president of the Jaycees. Also helping were M,r
and Mrs. George Cowfer, both public school teachers.
Hosea Bridges was vice chairman of the project.

Reviews Negro
For
'Soviet Union

vaisy Bates FilesFor Divorce

Cot a cold? 666 cold medicine will

nresident

of

Delta.

in

!Christian Service Club To Meet, Jan.20

herl

ABC
MAIDS

Guaranteed Job in New York

The Christian Service club its next regular meeting Sun: Transportation & Meals
Advanced
held its annual Christmas IdaY, Jan. 20 at the residence of
'
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Mrs.1“The Long Shadow of
Party on Dec. 28 at the home;the president, Mrs. Bettie Dot-j
LittleProgress
305
M
&
M BLDG MEMPHIS
Daisy Bates who rocketed to Rock," accused her husband.
of Mrs. Earnestine Roberts of1 n 888 Olympic St announ '
JA 5-3131
international fame during the of "abuse, contempt, and studSexton St. The club donated'ces the club reporter, Mr.
crisis in ied neglect."
school-integration
baskets of food to needy fan.
'" Ethel M. Webb,
dies.
Little Rock in 1957, has petiMrs. Bates, Arkansas state
tioned the court for a divorce president of the NAACP, spent NEW YORK — "All aspects'
During the party, gifts were
from her husband, L. C. Bates, a long period in New York of American life" harboring exchanged with secret pals
who Cla.ima he lost his Little City just before rumors of a vestiges of racial discriminaafter a program.
Rock weekly newspaper, State "possible separation" started tion will be the target of "a ,The club is scheduled to hold
Poem, as results of his wife's more then a year ago. She program to be carried forward
participation in the school de- let it be known that she was vigorously in 1963' by the' NAsegregation case. He started it living in New York just "to ACP, the organization's execu- view of Negro progress since
1883 to Radio Liberty's Soviet
in 1941, it folded in 1959.
write a bock."
tive secretary, Roy Wilkins,
In her petition, Mrs. Bates, Bates has been field secre- said in a statement taped for audience of millions.
who recently published a book tary for the NAACP since broadcast by Radio Liberty to He pointed out that Negroe,
in the United States today en
the Soviet Union on the 100th joy a higher living standard
January, 1960.
The Bates, without children, anniversary of the Emancipa- than most peoples of the t
claim they have reached a tion ProclamatMn on Jan. 1.
world, incluCing not only thosel
property settlement.
I Wilkins gave a detailed re- of Africa, Asia and Latin,
America, but the Europeans
as well.
Cultural Activites Committee of LeMoyne has arranged two more concerts for
the college year.
The celebrated Canadian
pianist. Marion Barnum, will
. be presented in Bruce Hall
: before a morning assembly,
March 8. The recital will begin
at 10:30 ,.m.
Karen Duke, the nationally
known folk singer who accompanies herself with a guitar, will appear in Bruce Hall
on the evening of April 2 as
feature of the college's annual Spring Festival.
REUBEN
Dr. Paul Hayes is chairman
WASHINGTON
HUNKY DORY
of the committee.

Noted Pianist And
Singer To Appear
ere For Concert
0e

J

Wherever the choice is
equal... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL
milk by an overmajority!

,,helming

, 4

GO BY BUS

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

NOW TREAT ALL
COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-last decongestant action because it's
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps yOu "regular" too.
There are 5 major symptoms of •
sibty reach. his gentle laxative accold: Ituninets, Itchiness, fever,
tion keeps you "regular" during
constipetion, and general "sickthis critical time. The unexcelled
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
effectIveness of 666 has been
proven cold medico,. fights all S.
proven to thousands of users.
No "one-ingredient" product can
When you have • cold, take
do this. 666 was made especially
666,and set. what real relief can be
tor colds...and only for colds. It
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
really works!
or your money back. At all drug
The fast decongestant action of
counters, only 40e. If you prefer
666 works through the blood
tablets, take 666 cold tablets...
stream ...reaching places where
same fast relief. Convenient and
novo drops and sprays can't pos.economical, too.

ORAL( MOS

DELIVERY
SERVICE
DISAPPOINTING?

Make Yourself Happy!
Call

ORIOLE DRUGS

For

FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
1014 MISSISSIPPI

DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
WH 8-9255
Phones: WH 2-1721

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

hat
I by
ices

OT

,RE
laid
✓ at
!on:
acids
are

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

!NEED
CASH!

1 to-

BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
1420 DAVIS ST.

Blues For Breakfast
4 to 630 A:M:

6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30

KING COTTON

BR 6-3481

The Brand to
Reach for
0
GOLDEN GIRL

CANE COLN;
12.30 to 1:30 & 3 to 6

—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Ther• Is a reason why people
busln•ss
with us. You,
Ilk, to do
too, will like our court•aus treatment and deslr• to h•lp you.
"Open Thursday and Friday

INLOK

Nights Until 700 P.M.

Saturdays 9:00 to 1,00
DIXIE FINANCE co.
Home Owned e Hem. Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-w• Ilk• to say yea to your
loan regu•st"
Examln•d and Supwelsed by
th• State D•partment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
181 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-1511

WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
• DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY

'WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD'

K.C.

1480

K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. w„IP Sausage
Meat
K.C. Lunch
•
made in the U.S.. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the

NAT BURING PACKING CO.
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The Pulpit Speaks
"In the and of the Sabbath, 'brink of a new year not'knowas it began to dawn toward ing what steps to take.
the first of the week, Mary
This may be the viewpoint
Magdalena and the other
of some of us who look at life
Mary camis to the sepulcher."' ! pessimistically. But if we were
Matt. 211:1 to look
at the other side of
We face the dawn of a New life, many of us would
see that
Year. Many people look back we have been blessed
over
at 1962 with mixed emotions. and above what we
deserve. In
Many of the dreams and aspi- spite of the apparent
darkness
rations held last year at this of the hour. God has been good
time have been unrealized. to us. If we
were to look,
Many of the things we had
around us many of our ranks
hoped to do have been left un- have been strickened with
done. Many of the things we
death, incurable diseases, loss
had hoped to achieve are just of homes, loss of loved ones, or
as far from us or either furon and on. But we have been
ther from us now than they spared. It is at this point that
apparently were last year this
our joys should begin to ex- ,
time. Life has been nothing press themselves. We cannot
but a series of disappointsit on the sidelines and rationments. Now we stand on the alize that our lot is better or
worse than the lot of our
neighboi•s, but we can be realistic and say that our lot has
been good.
Mary Magdalene and the
other Mary arose early in the
morning — about dawn — to
MRS. BERTHA J. BASKIN
IN DENVER, Mrs. Lucie Campmeeting and was hospitalized at Beth Israel
set out to the tomb of
ardent,
; DIRECTING
Mrs. Bertha J. Baskin an
hospital. The noted song composer died in
•
'
to anoint his
body. Words , bell Williams Is seen leading out in singing at
worker and member
Nashville last Thursday evening and was
have historically been unable National Sunday School and Baptist Training
of St. John Baptist church,
buried here in Memphis this week. Seated beto express the mixed emotions, Union Congress in Denver during past sumwas recently elected president roe y
had when they found no mer. Mrs. Williams was later stricken at the
hind her Is Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.
of the Baptist Women's City
Jesus. When the mental and
Union No. 1.
emotional turmoil had subsided
•
A retired
public school they recalled that on
several'il
teacher in Memphis, she is a. occasions
sions Jesus had said "on
native of Greensville, Miss, the third day He
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Brooks
would arise."
• •
e'
Mrs. Baskin is presently a'Now new joys displaced the,
of 1420 Davis at., had as their
supply Sanday School teacher darkness of
the hopelessness,
recent house guest during the
at St. John church: a group that only a few moments ago; JACKSON, Miss. — A shot I Joan Trumpauer, a white stuholidays Mrs. Eva Cook of Incaptain in the Baptist Train- had filled
a
white
into
the
home
of
No!fired
dent
at predominately - Negro dianapolis, Ind.
their minds.
ing Union, member of the one had stolen Jesus' body ,couple who have been active in
Tougaloo Southern Christian Mrs. Cook is the sister of
senior choir. She was recently away: He had only fulfilledlthe civil rights struggle here
College, reported that Betty Mr. Brooks.
elected a president of the His words and the prophecies.'"will only intensify our efforts
Poole and Done Ladner, Nechurch's Ever-Ready club to It was at this point
student
against
segregatidn,
a
that recoeds, were sitting in the
• • •
replace Mr.S. Lillie Harris who joicing
became the order of the at Tougaloo College hers said. gro
-I front room of the campus home
is ill.
day.
• of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Salter
Mrs. Baskin has been presi- Years ago a man weary
someone fired into the
dent of her church's Mission- with years cried out, "I was
bedroom window of the Salter's
ary Society for the last 10 once a young man but now I
nine-month-old baby.
years. She has been chairman am old but I have never seen
No one was injured, but Miss
of the Missionary Department, the righteous forsaken or their
Trumpauer said 'if Done had
past president of the West seed begging bread," It is at
been in bed, as she would have
Tennessee Association's dis- this point that the weary and
been an hour later, she certaintrict Women's Auxiliary, an old of '62 must take on a new
ly would have been shot"
instructor of Missionary Work life. Whereas things have been
Members of the NAACP.
in City and District State rather dark in many areas as
Congress, director of young one looks back they could have Installation services for the CORE and the Student NonPeople's department; and pres- even been far worse. The Deacons' Wives Auxiliary of violent Coordinating Committhe Tennessee Baptist Mission- tee have been active in encouriderit of the Renaissance Ho- ebanenee that confronts each ary
liday Group.
of tic in '63 is wrapped up in • .and Education State Con- aging a boycott of downtown
•
ven ion wtii
be hem at mvii, Flores in Jackson. The group
Mrs. Baskin and her hus- the fart that we must strive to
Vernon Baptist church on Sun- has sponsored picket lines and
be
Orrighteous.
We
must strive
band, Ike, live at 1095 S.
,to adhere to that which is most day. Feb. 3 at 3 p.m., with Rev. distributed 1 e a 11 e t s asking
lean St.
pastor.
Jackson Negroes to stay off
,meaningful
and has the most . . e ers as os
,
to offer in terms of righteous- Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, pastor Capital Street, this city's main
of
Emmanuel
Baptist
church,
business avenue.
,ness.
deliver the sermon, while Several incidents of harrass1 ,'62 is now a matter of history.;Rev.
Rev P. L. Rowe. pastor of First
ment lead to the shooting. Four
. standsa challenge to a B
! aptist C he1sea N
install t h e Negroes and two whites were
of us. The things that representlofficem
arrested on Capitol Street
the most cherished dreams of:
Deacons' wives ParliciPPting 'while they were picketing in
The
Baha'i %Internationals'all of Its may be somewhere ,in the service are asked to .protest
protest of what they said was
interred in a tomb. As we.
Community exprissed relief at
one dollar.
'discrimination in employment
•
learning that the Morocc,an'move into this new year we Officers
are Mrs. Mattie iof store personnel, and segremust leave all of our fears and
Supreme Court of Appeals has
misapprehensions behind us. Taylor, president: Mrs. Mattieigated facilities in stores.
decided to re-examine the case
We must take the faith of the Mallory, secretary; Mrs. Sadie ,l Miss Ladner and Tougaloo
of three members of the Saha.'
noble men of history and move Reedus, chairman: Mrs. J. c• student Charles Bracey were
religion sentenced to death
on to the greater'heights of Woods, president and Rev. S. I arrested after white bystanders
earlier this month by a lower
which we are capable. The A. Owen, state president,
downtown shouted to police
court in Nadar, Morocco.
new horizons and opportuni- '
that the two students were
"It is the hope of the Baha'i
ties to this coming year must
wearing picket signs under
•
International Community that
serve to make us th- persons
'their coats. They were released
the Moroccan Supreme Court
on $500 bond each.
of Appeals will use its highly we most desire to ue.
I Civil rights leaders in MisIn the words of the poet, of
•
responsible position to extend
!sissippi have complained about
justice toward the three con- old we must say, "Tell me not
,a "general lack of First Amenddemned men," said H. B. Kaye-,in mournful numbers, life is
- ment rights" in the state. "The
.
lin, chairman of the Baha'i but an empty dream. And the
right to peacefully petition for
soul is dead that slumbers and
International Community.
redress of greivances,. through
"We aren't forgetting the things are not what they seem!
picket lines and other means,
six other Baha'is who have Life is real and life is earnest
been sentenced to Irma prison and the grave is not the goal!" NAIROBI. Kenya — (UPI) guaranteed in the United States
Now we stand at the point — The Indian high commis-';Constitution, is lacking in Mis
terms at hard labor." Kavelin
sion here said that Portugueseasiasippc one leader said.
added, "for all are innocent In this life when each of our
Mozambique
of the charges leveled against lives must take on a realistic authorities in
have given Indian nationals
them. Can any one be consid-'element. This now element !
ered guilty when he practices'that must c Aaress itself must 30 days to leave the country.
the high tene.nts of his re- not be expressed primarily inI The commission said the
,the other fellow. It must be;alternative was imprisonment
ligion?
,631if the Indians could not find
All Colors sod Coles
"What harm can come from expressed in each of us.
Combination.
such aims as world peace and will be better only to the ex-] transportation or pay their
leases for Ushers seal
brotherhood? That is what thelent that we as individuals get Pa6sage'
Organizations
nine men who are caged in a better. We cannot stand on , A statement also claimed
CHURN FURNITURE REM
Moroccan orison cell were es- .the sideline. and criticize some- Portuguese authorities were
Pulpits, POWI,(enan.Tebles
splitting up Indian families!
pousing when they were ar-,one else,
lowest Prices Available
rested." Kavelin concluded!! We must make a real ap- and keeping the children as•
WRITE FOR FREE OTROS
"Baha'is around the world will ,praisal of ourselves and then Portuguese subjects when their
riot rest while their Saha'abe in a position to move on. I parents were expelled or im- SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 M St., N.E. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
brothers are imprisoned for the Our empty dreams, eur un- prisoned.
Washington 2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
alleged crime of practicing ,realized dreams, our aspira- The commission charged
their religion."
lions and hopes must take on that authorities are confiscat- —
- —
meaning that will move eachIing assets and cash belonging I
of us to higher and nobler , to Indian nationals. leaving
. .
hcghts — this is the key to , them only enough money to
ev. Lawson To a better world in '63.
'pay their passage to Kenya.

Elected Head Of
Baptist Women

ire ShotInto Miss.Home Of
White Couple In Bias Fight

Visitor From Indiana

Rev. Lawson To 1Fifth Annual Baptist
Install
Council Tea Set For Jan. 20
ClubOfficers
Of

The Fifth Annual Baptist Proceeds from the tea, which
When the Bluff City and
Shelby County Council of Ci- International Tea will be held attracts thousands, will go to
vic Clubs holds installation at Owen College on Sunday, the Baptist Educational Fund
of officers at the Sarah Brown Jan. 20, and sponsored by the for the support of Owen colBranch YWCA, 1044 Missis- Memphis Baptist Pastors Al- lege. Rev. H. H. Harper is
sippi Blvd., at 4 p.m. Sun- liance and more than 75 par- Chairman of the Baptist Educational Fund Committee.
day, Jan. 13, the main address ticipating churches.
As in previous years, tea
is expected to be .delivered
The officers for the tea are
by Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr., tables will be staged in the Rev. B. L. Hooks, chairman;
pastor of Centenary Metho- gymnasium, the social rooms Rev. E. W. Williamson, codist church. He will also in- and the dining hall. Tables are chairman; Mrs Nancy Gistall the officers.
decorated to represent various vends, coordinator; Mrs Alta
nations. A musical program Lemon, secretary; Rev. C. B.
To be installed are:
Howard Jackson, president; will be held in the Roger Wil- Burgs, arrangement chairman,
Matthew Davis, first vice pres- liams Hall Auditorium featur- and Dover Crawford, Jr., pubident; James T. Walker, sec- ing outstanding talent from licity chairman.
grid vice president; Aleirims local churches.
Participating churches and
der Gladney, parliamentarian. Dr. Roy Love is president of other officers will be listed*
Mn. Rudy D. Spight, secre- the Baptist Pastors Alliance. a future date.
tary; Mrs. Arlene.Patton, assistant secretary; Mrs. Annie
B. Coleman, financial secretary; Mrs. Lydia .Robinson,
treasurer; Charles
Walton.,
sergeant-at-arms; and ?WT. T:
B. Simon, chaplain.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — during his trial before the JasOn Thursday at 7:30 p.m., The Supreme Court denied a per County Superior court.
Jan. 17, during an executive hearing to a
teen-age Negro who After his conviction, two Atboard meeting, a chairman was sentenced to
death for the lanta attorneys recommended
and vice chairman and three murder of his
white employer by the National Association for
executive committee members in Jasper County, Ga.
The the Advancement of Colored
will he elected. The meeting is youth, Preston
Cobb, Jr., was People, filed a motion for a new
stheduled to be held at the 15 at the time of
the crime. trial.
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA.
In brief orders, the high court
They charged that Cobb was
left standing the conviction and
denied his constitutional rights
death sentence.
Mine Strike-Bound
because Negroes systematicalLUSAKA, Northern Rhode- Cobb was convicted of murder ly were excluded from the grand
and
sentenced
to
death
Aug.
16,
sia — Copper production haltjury which indicted him and
ed at the Chibuluma mine as 1961 in the death of Coleman the jury which convicted him.
,
Dumas,
Sr.,
June
1,
161.
1,400 African workers struck
The motion was denied adti
to protest the dismissal of a Cobb was represented by a the Georgia Suprema court affellow worker.
court-appointed white attorney firmed the conviction.

High Court Denies Hearing
To Convicted Negro Killer

Installation Of .when
Deacons' Wives
Set For Feb. 3

R
Speak at LeMoyne

The Rev. James M. Lawson'
Jr., energetic young pastor of,
Centenary Methodist church.1
will be the speaker during
chapel hour at LeMoyne College next Wednesday morning.
Jan. 16. Services will begin
at 10:30.
Chapel speaker Wednesday
of this week was Dr. Walter
W. Gibson, chairman of the
College's natural science div'ision
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Rev. Willie F. Pride, a Baptist Minister, who has lately arrived in the city is available for a permanent position as
Pastor of a Church. Now residing ot 7028 Alma St., Rev.
Will* a former Moowhion has been living in New Orleans,
Louisiana for 15 years hos retJrned to make his horn. in Mem•
phis, , He was the Pastor of the Little Rock Bapt. Church
and Pleasant Hill Boat. Church, a Member of Masonic Mason
Lodge No. 66, Aljea, Louisiana. He organized the Eastern
Star in Louisiana and is a Member of the N.A.A.C.P.. He is
a graduate of Mosassas High School in Memphis, the Brews.
ter Baptist Seminary and the' Louisiana Baptist Seminary.
No w a Member of the bellevut Sept. Church. Rev. Curtis
Price, Pastor.
275.0094
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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Drama, Music, And Other Fine Arts

41- TEEN TALK-

THEIYOUNG ADULT

By STELLA HARMS and 1 Eunice Logan -not to get
involved with any fellows.
DOROTHY JAMES
Thelma Ishmael - to reHI EVERYBODY:
Did you have a. wonderful duce quick.
Doris Harper - to get a
Christmas? Well, I sure did.
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS boyfriend fast.
Walter Moore - to meet a Eva Merrit - stop acting
better young lady.
silly in school.
Crystal Bynum - to keep
Ernestine Cage - to buckle
Rueben Hall through out 63down.
Sandra Perry - to stick to 64.
Maxine Bromley - to beone boy.
Georgette Walker - to lead come the pet of the faculty.
Washington in a good spirit Marilyn Duncan - to break
and to keep a nose job on my record of never having a
boyfriend and cool a certain
Lawrence Griffins.
Forrestine Ivory - hope to senior at Lester.
Jamie Simelton - to keep
get nothing.
Cordelia Porter - hope to my mouth shut and stop
snitching on kids.
get a boy friend fast.
ik Preston Peyton - love all Charles Logan - to continue using BLEACH AND
Illtie girls.
Simone McNulty - play my ,GLOW.
game with all the fellows. I Bettye Farabee - to cut 20
Flora Fleming - make a inches off her dress.
Bobbie Brown - go with
big success with the boys.
Charles Branam - turn all one boy and leave the others
1alone.
the girls down.
Kay Joy - to remain true 1 Linora Brinson - my heart
to Lewis Hines, Billy Thomp- will be forever on Raymond
!Barbee.
son, and Ray Johnson.
John Jordan - give my , Nadine Jones - to study her
hold heart and soul to Non- lesson hard so she can get out
af Lester.
dells Suggs.
Walter Bulls - to try to
Gyw. Porter - stop flirting
get out at night.
with all the boys.
Billy Cummingham - to be
Lonnie Latham -- try to get
la girl friend.
a real cool ca.t.

By WIIITTIER SENGSTACKE JR.

THE ABOVE HOME, located at 1.'36 Castalla St.. was recently sold to Mrs. Maridell M. Reed, a teacher at Melrose
high school, for more than $20.000. Some of the outstandieg
features of the eight-room home Is a sunken livingroom
three full baths, an electronlc-eye operated two-ear garage.

Hamilton High School

•
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DRAMA
costume designing, playwriting,
Let y4 pretend we belong to directing and lighting.
a drmca group and we are try- In most colleges and drama
ing to select a play to present schools, students majoring in
this spring. Do we pick a play dramatic arts are required to
because the scenery is easy to learn about all theatre arts.
make? Or because the charact- People joining drama troupe
ers seem easy to portray? May- should join with the idea of
be we choose it because the learning as much as they can
play calls for modern-day cos- about the theatre arts.
tume.
As we said, another problem
Now let's pretend we have with some drama groups is the
chosen the play. It is time for choice of the play. In many
the director to choose parts. groups the choice of a play may
Do our members become angry depend upon scenery and coswith the director because he tumes.
doesn't cast them for a part?
Many groups will actually
Do they refuse to take any of select a play because costumes
the technical jobs?
are modern and scenery Vi
If all of the above things are comparably easy to construct.
true of our group, we don't They might pick it because of a
have a very stable Irganizations low
. royalty fee or no royalty
DRAMA GROUPS==.-'"'
lee at all. This is a bad way
When people join a drama in which to select a play. This
group, generally, they join with is not saying that all plays
the intention of learning about without lavish scenery and
the theatre. And when we say ore-modern costume are bad.
"theatre" we don't mean only "Our Town" is proof of this.
acting.
The important factor is to
It is true that acting is the choose a play because you like
most important part of the it. Therefore you shouldn't shy
theatre but there are other away front a play because of
parts such .is ,t•t designing. scenery or costumes.
- an electrically operated stairway and push-out panels in a
second -floor den. The two-story stone and stucco house sets
Brown and
on a 75 a 150 lot. The sale was made by U.
W. T. Simmons of Simmons & Associates real estate cool
patty at 401 Linden Ave. (Adv.)

Lawyer To Speak For
HUMBOLDT Rock Of Ages CME Men

3. Dorothy Thomas - To
By ROSIE TABOR.
maintain a. good average.
MYRTLE RANKIN
Sunday, Jan. 13, will lie an-, Department of the Memphis
4. Carole Jones - Go proSEMESTER EXAMS
nual Men's Day at the Rock , District of the West TennesAs we return to school from specting.
of Ages CME church, and will see, treasurer of the National
the holidays, we find that the 5. Phyliss Davis - To 1,1 ,
I be climaxed at a service to Layman's Council of the
By COSY SMITH and ' along with her ever-present
semester exams have creeped the truth once (smile).
CME church and was a delesmile is a blessed sense of The Literal.). Art Social start at 3 P.m.
upon us. We hope that every- 6. Earnest Batten - Be a
BARBARA A. DUNCAN
The guest a eaker will be gate to the 1962'Session of
seriousness. In social life she club ushered in the New Year
one will buckle down and stu- heartbreaker.
Atty. Ben F. Jones. a mem- the General Conference.
dy. So here are some good 7. Lallon Boyce - To come
Happy New Year! Welcome
party given in ber of Collins Chapel CME
Inc. and the Ebonite Social with a dinner
Men of the Memphis Discloser to C. H.
pointers on studying.
and
Christmas
the
after
back
By JOSEPH YOUNG
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. church, where he serves as trict of the CME church will
club.
8. Larry Dailey - To please
1. Study in a quiet place.
New Year holidays.
SPOTLIGHT
T. Pulliam on West Main at. chairman of the Stewards' be special guests during the
2. Have all your materials Jeane.
OVER THE HOLIDAYS
Board.
This week the radiant beams SPOTLIGHT
day. The general public is
9. James Carpenter - To
Its amusing to think of those The entire house was beautinecessary for your use.
the
of
beginning
the
With
Music for the day will be also invited.
of the spotlight shines on Ossome of the guys and dolls fully decorated with Christ3. Always try to accomplish begin discovering.
peofar
not
most
year
behind,
furnished by the male chorus
car Reed. He is a member of
General chairman of the
were seen with over the holi- mas and New Year flowers, of Trinity CME church directyour hardest homework first. 10. Ted McDaniel -- To teach
the Lords and the football ple have already forgotten
day's observance is W. H.
days. Some even had the misA hint to the wise is suf. Music.
New
resolution;
their
Year's
Mrs.
and
Fender
L.
E.
ed by
team around the campus. He
11. Yours truly - To keep
Long. W. E. Long is program
fortune to be seen with per- candles and a lovely tree. Imogene Hill.
ficient. Good luck!!!!
attends Peace Baptist Church to be kind and helpful to
chairman.
sons other than those, theyI Games were conducted by
that
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS cool and keep a certain Jewel and
among
are
you
If
others,
colLeMoyne
of
graduate
A
resides with his parents
Mesdames Erma Bonds,
Now that a year has end- and Wells.
you will be hold hands with on campus., Mesda
Rev. William Smith is pasMr. and Mrs. L. C. Reed, at number, perhaps
Idella lege and the Lincoln UniversiTake the Coette's Ball for'Gracie Pearson and
ed; and another has begun; IN THE SWING OF THINGS:
lady
young
a
by
encouraged
ty (Mo.) School of Law, the tor of the church. Rev. George
1609 Gabay. He plans to atCole.
s,
ook
H
Patricia
A Ow seniors made new res- DOLLS:
this resolution instance. M a t Vi a Bledsoe
Atty. Jones is a Sunday school Trotter III is associate ministend Syracuse University after who keeps
olutions to be broken. They Dorothy Lewis, Virginia Hara year. Few peo- would never have thought I A delicious baked ham din- teacher, president of the Lay ter.
finishing high school. Oscar 365 1-4 days
dinthe
from
served
was
ner
Young.
Jackie
Jones.
Carol
L.
ris,
B.
ple ever are recognized by that our principal, Mr.
are;
also was the highest scorer
GUYS: Matthew Dandridge,
Hobson and not himself would'ing table, overlaid with a linen
I. Lora Greene - To find
in the prep League. Three the public because they mereJames
Christmas table cloth. Mrs. V.
Anderson,
FranTheodore
the
ball.
talk of the
be
a hew love.
cheers for an outstanding ly keep their word and meet
kie Matthews, usually accom- P. Pulliam served hot Tea
2s Glover Tilman - To be Carpenter, Lester Hamilton,
a
the
in
with
but
life
smile
man.
young
Larry Dailey.
le to L. M. Carroll,
New Year's Spotlight is a panied by Wadell Allen, was and coffee, with boiled cusSPORTS
not been alae to collect many
By JOHN ARNOLD
in every way spotted with Donald Moss tard.
The Washington Warriors young lady who
items becauee many of our
Mr.
were
(FBH).
guest
Out of town
I Here I am again this week parents are trying to find Sanwill take on the Lester Lions displays the essence of pertied
and
Jamison
supposedly
Walsh,
Eddie
Johnnie
has made for her
and Mrs.
bringing you the latest news
Friday night at Lester's gym- sonality that
Claus.
to Maxine Seaborne escorted Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Wynne from the community. I have ta
nasium. Some of the players so many friends. Very attracCHURCH NEWS
MemCharles
club
(Ham).
The
Hooks
Pat
talented,
Dyer, Tenn.
he knows from experience to watch are Leroy Weakly, tive, charming and
By ESSIE McSWINE
and conRegular services were held
that if you have undesirable Walter Cummings, Ronald Es- this young lady is Carita Har- Diggs played it safe with his bers were presented
such
at Beach Grove Baptist church
IMPORTANCE OF
personality traits he may,ter, Julian Banks. L. C. McCoy rison, who resides at 757 one and only Wandra John- gratulated for sponsoring
last Sunday with Rev. Wynne
Olympic with her parents Mr. son (HTW). Evidently Lynn a lovely affair. Mrs. V. P.
PERSONALITY TO YOU
have a hard time overcoming i and Marion Brewer.
d livening a soul-stirring serand Mrs. Elmer Harrison, Sr. Ulen didn't save the last dance Pulliam is president.
A STUDENT SPEAKS
them. For this reason an em- NEWS OF IMPORTANCE
mon.
ml order to be successul ployer wants people for his If there are any young ladies She was presented at the for Johnnie Martin because
The Officers and members
Carita, a junior at Manassas, Jimmy Essis (FBT) . . . took of W.J.O. Lee Elks Lodge No.
A program of songs was preeconomically, you must be the jobs who already have good 16 or over who would like to
sented at the Rutherford Cumkind of person who can work.personality traits and who be- enter Miss Mid-South Contest second alternate to "Miss her home . . . Lenon Coleman, 1290 concluded their years
Joe Duckett, Joseph Flagg, work by making 36 elderly
berland Presbyterian church
with others not just one who cause of them can be depend- please contact Mr. Willie Coette," Twyla Miles.
Carita, a junior at Manassas, Calvin Herring, Wesley Mit- people happy on Christmas
last Sunday and featured the
can work well alone. How- ed on to fit into his work Dunn at the Tri-State DefenChester Taylor day. On Christmas Eve night
and
famous Blue Heaven quartet
ever, that is not always easy team without causing trouble der's office. You will see the is an active member of Friend- chell
Members of the Hoard of
either stayed at home or kept in spite of the snow and icy
and the trumpets of Missouri
as there is a necessary give- of any kind.
qualifications in this edition. ship Missionary Baptist church,
. . Here's the streets the members of the Incorporators of the American State. The program was sponshe enjoys the responsibility Of well hidden
and-take in daily work situaWith the preceding factors TOP GIRLS AROUND
redoing what she can to help talk of the town, Ted Mc- Lodge delivered 36 baskets of Legion Hut associetion met
sored by -Mrs. Irene Alexantions. You may not like all of in mind concerning the imTHE CAMPUS
others (which includes me). Daniels (Ham) accompanied groceries to the homes of cently at the T. H. Haycs And der.
your colleagues, but you have portance of personality you,
adopt
Helen Prudent, Ruby Rich- On campus her popularity is his "Sister" Carol McDaniels these people and made their Sons Funeral home to
to' work with them just the too, can begin working toAt Beach Grove church last
and a constitution
of
smile. If you are the kind of ward the development of a ardson, Dorothy Mackey, Joan immeasurable and she islcon- just to be with Naomi Reed. hearts glad. William H. Bask- by-laws
definite plans and week the Trenton quartet
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secretarp
Davis,
matter what kind of people attribute to you in every walk
an It was sponsored by Mrs. Emand equiping
chasing
bara Franklin, Ruth Thomas, an "A" average and though bells have been putting the Wallace treasurer.
crowd
they are, you will get along of life. M.A.M.
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the Holidays refreshed, with
ciepicnt of the lovely quilt Legion.
event.
will be shown by the way you an eager mind to learn more Taylor, Iris Corpal and Gloria tend, those who know her feel State Defender, in frenzies given away by the board of
Qualified chartered mem- SICK LIST
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success
that
confident
people
other
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about the importance of Busidirectors of the Gillespie kinRussell
We are sorry to report that
LETS NOT GET
Last year, along with yours ing. Ballots for the contest dergarten. The children of the bers of the Autress
your personality. It is this that ness.
are Atty. B. L. Hooks, Mrs. Della Jennings is still
post
so
paper,
this
in
found
be
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can
won
Carita
Smith,
Coby
truly,
sucyour
determines
actually
The Student Body enjoyed
kindergarten were given a Frank Scott, Grover C. Buron the sick list, but we are
cess or your failure in your a film entitled "Romance of Emma Blue has a certain first place in biology at the don't forget to vote for either Christmas party Friday afterson, Clifton Satterfield, Dr. R. happy to say she is improving.
first job, and later on as you Time" because it gave them a admirer (Carver) (F.M.). Vi- Science Fair. Our fair lady Shirley Purnell or Patricia noon by The Literary, Art SoQ. Venson, George W. Lee, Perry Bailey is in the hospital.
vian Banks and Johnny Hunt loves singing and dancing but Ford.
strive for advancement.
better understanding of Time
cial club. The children enjoy- Drayton Rias., 11. C. Folson,
are getting tighter. Mattie
ACTIVITIES
punch,
The first thing that a pro- values.
cookies,
ed sandwiches,
Bobby Jones, J. W. Jones, H.
spective first employer will Ha girls! how would You Harper and a certain Junior
The Arnold and Partee famcandies, fruits and nuts from
and
Callian
D.
W.
Ash,
M.
want to know is something like to own the tittle of "Miss (B.T.W.) is getting together.
ilies were guests in the home
the club. Mrs. Erma Bonds Henry Pitcher.
about your personality traits Mid South?" Chances are wait- Earline Milam almost overtook
of J. W. Ball for dinner last
assisted with the serving.
Also William Thomas, Eld.
rather than spend too much ing! "Never put off today's Nobbie Carr from Rosie Tibbs.
Each child received a small
Arthur
Dr.
Hunt,
T.
Blair
time finding out about your task for tomorrow." So reg- Dorothy Reed is it (J.Y.) or
were
gift from the tree.
Horne, Thaddeus Stokes, James cSunday.loGseibdson County schools
skills and job know-how. He ister for the "Miss Mid-South" (LB.).
last week during a
Art and Gar- Eckles, H. L. Chandler, Percy
Gloxinia
The
knows that he can improve contest today at the Tri-State The Jive Five Couples: 1. Ar- •
dneg club held its regular meet- Crittle, Carey Walker, Sr., meeting of Gibson County
thur Walton and Dorothy Lay
yaor skills on the job, but Defender.
BATON ROUGE, La. - Aft- lege of Education, Southern' Jan. 1, in the home of
Isaac King and Atty. Russell teachers.
-- 2. Tony Green and Juanita Giltwo years as a club of Phi University, served as sponsor Mr. and Mrs. George Cooper B. Simarmon, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Arnedd
lard 3. Willie Addison and er
of the club. Officers elected on Eighth ave., with. Mrs.
And Atty. A. W. Willis, were in Jackson on business
Cora Smith 4. David Hardy Delta Kappa, noted education for the new chapter were NorCroom,
Cooper and Mrs. Erlene
David Cross, Taylor C. D. last week. With them was
and Melva Young 5. Ruby fraternity for men in educa- man R. Dixon, president; Dr.
hostesses. Mrs. 011ie Ruth Hayes, Andrew U. Jackson Mrs. R. Jones.
••••••
Jones and Robert Melts. Ma- tion, Southern University re- W. R. Hicks, vice-president;
inspiring
very
Farmer led a
and C. C. Sawyer.
Ike and Teens were featu'red
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Unique And Historic
A unique an historic meeting
will open in Chicago next week. It
is the National Conference on Religion and Race to be held January
14-17.
The Conference is the first meeting of its kind, jointly called by
spokesmen for the major faith groups
in the United States. Over 500 persons—lay and religious leaders from
70 national religious and religiously
identified organizations — will take
part in the discussions, deliberations
and plans.
Conveners of the Interreligious
Conference are the Department of
Racial and Cultural Relations of the
National Council of Churches; the Social Action Department of the National Catholic Welfare Conference:
and the Social Action Commission of
the Synagogue Council of America.
These groups called the Conference because religious organizations in the U. S. state that racial discrimination and prejudice are moral

problems at their roots. They also
say that racial segregation is one of
the most crucial problems facing our
democracy. Yet organized religion has
had limited impact on the problem.
Religious groups in America not
only hold these positions in common,
but they also share a moral heritage
concerning racial justice. Race relations is an area for fruitful interreligious cooperation.
This paper wishes the conveners,
delegates and observers at the Conference fruitful sessions. We especially look forward to the plans to come
out of the Conference that our religious bodies can jointly carry out.
The fact that the National Conference on Religion and Race is being held is unique and historic. Its
significance for our times will be
proved by the concrete actions that
take place as a result of the Conference and the clear call to the religious conscience of America that is
embodied in their Declaration of
Conscience.

Church And Race
When a delegation of ministers
and rabbis decided, with some considerable courage and convitcion to
go to Albany, Georgia, in August to
pray in that city for interracial peace
and justice, the Catholic Interracial
Council of Chicago decided to inform
its members of the plans.
Catholics from our city joined the
delegation to Albany. These good people, eight men and two women,
joined their Protestant and Jewish
fellow citizens pnd were arrested by
the Albany police for praying in
public.
They had come, said the police, to
engage in disorderly conduct. Thc
Catholics and their fellow prayer pilgrims were later released on bail.
This action touched off quite a debate
in the New York Catholic Interracial
Council as well as in other councils.
Two contrary views of Catholics interracial responsibilities were expressed:
Catholics who are organized for
interracial justice should not let any
national event of racial struggle of
the magnitude of Little Rock (Ark.),
Jackson (Miss.), or Albany, (Ga.) go
by without being present and making
some concrete demonstration of Catholic concern for the community in
question.

If this requires long-range journeys across State and diocesan lines,
then so be it. Catholic unity and the
unity of all justice-seeking Americans
must be asserted in these situations
that take on national significance. Others argue that the presence or
absence of Catholics in nationally
publicized events will not make much
educational or tactical difference one
way or another. Catholics organized
for interracial justice should tend to
the problems in their home areas and
leave the crusading in Dixie or anywhere else to those on the spot.
The Catholic Church has codes
and canons of administration and authority that tend to make difficult
any sudden departure from normal
course of churchly activity. Priests,
for instance, need the permission of
their superiors to travel. This is the
ease. There are geographical diocesan
lines.
We have nothing but praise for
those deeply committed people who
are free to participate in demonstrations of support for desegregation.
Such participation is an imperative
that should affect all persons with a
serious concern for interracial justice.
It is a commitment that transcends
geography and diocese.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
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SOMETHING NEW
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about last Sunday's celebration of the Communists and promote the Chinese
Feast of Epiphany, the most signifcant Nationalists; kill the black Africans and
event about it was the fact that Father preserve the white Africans.
"What fools we mortals be."
Kyritisis, had invited an interdenominaCould it be that Dr. Kyritisis was intional, and an interracial audience to parspired by Almighty God to lead Memphiticipate in the celebration.
ans — Catholic and Protestant, Jew and
This is something new for Memphis.
Heretofore we have used the complexion Gentile, white and black—"into the path
of epeople as the greatest fagior in de- of righteousness for 'his name's sake?"

JACKIE ROBINSON

Top Race Leaders Ask
JFK For More Envoys
RECENTLY, ONE of the most vital
conferences ever held in this country took
place in the office of the President. Roy
Wilkins of the NAACP; James Farmer of
CORE; Mrs. Dorothy Height of The National Council of Negro Women; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. of SCLC; A. Philip
Randolph of The International Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, and Whitney
Young of The National Urban League, all
met with Mr. Kennedy.
This top echelon of race leadership
conferred with the President for the purpose of asking that more Negroes be appointed as ambassadors to other countries.
Of approximately 107 ambassadors,
only two are Negroes. Considering the fact
that non-white nations constitute threequarters of the world government, this reflects a sorry situation.
Recognizing the validity of the leaders
mission, President Kennedy granted them
a lengthy hearing and, by his attitude,
demonstrated his sincere interest in the
problem they sought to solve.

Others Dictate To Us
ONE OF THE reasons we do not have
more Negro people in high positions in the
foreign service is that our government has
been allowing other nations to dictate to
us as to whom we shall send to them to
represent us. There is always a great deal
of fuss raised when other countries seem
to feel that we are meddling in their internal affairs.
If we are supposed to stay out of their
affairs, then it seems only fair that they
should not dictate to us on the matter of
our selection of representatives.
This writer believes that the Negro
leaders who visited Mr. Kennedy have

made an important step. It is also refreshing to note the sympathetic attitude of the
Administration toward their request.

Must Be Pressed
HOWEVER, It is vital that this matter
be pressed to an effective conclusion. The
President will not act unless he is subjected to pressure. His friendly words and
apparent genuine interest are fine, but our
leaders must follow through to see that
this is translated into action.
Also, we must back them up with letters to the White House, statements and
endorsements from our churches, organizations and strategic individuals.
This writer is happy to note that our
top leaders have acted in a unified manner. Too often, the Negro leaves it up to
others to state his own case.
At another meeting in the Capitol a
few weeks ago, a high government official
pointedly and bluntly told an interracial
committee that the Negro must stop depending upon white people to speak for
him.

Don't Let George Do It
A NON-NEGRO member of the Committee had acted as spokesman and the official revealed that this same spokesman
on a previous occasion had indicated that
he was much more concerned about issues
other than civil rights.
We will get no where letting George
do it.
We will get our just due only if we are
willing to be united and to protest, to make
reasonable demands and to remind the
Administration that the same ballot power
of the Negro which helped make him
President can again be used in his behalf
—or will be withheld if our problems are
not recognized and handled.

The People Speak
Attention all Negro leaders!
November 1963 will be
election month for all city officials. What a year this will
be for all Memphis voters.
The Negro vote will be of
great significance to all candidates. But it will be important
only if we are not split into a
million splinters as we have
been in the past three elections.
We should start now at the
very earliest moment possible
to try a n d heal political
wounds and bury political
hatchets in Negro politics. The
City election will be our last
chance for a long.long time to
prove the potency of the Negro
vote.
It will be our last chance
to prove that we are politically
mature and have graduated
from the school of political
hard knocks and are ready to
go out in the political arena
and match wits with the best.
A meeting should be called.
and all Negro leaders, big and
small, invited, where each may
blow off steam and swear, if
necessary, to clear his chest.
Then we can come to a mutual
understanding and come out
with clear souls and a united
front.
This action would serve notice to white politicians that
regardless of their strategy
and under-the-table handouts.
they will never split the Negro vote again.
The United Front. above all
else, will serve notice to all
that the powerful Negro vote
in here to stay and make no
mistake about it. If the Negro factions are unable to
agree and support the same
candidato from top to bottom.
above all else agree to support the same men for mayor
and fire and police commis-

sioner. These are positions too
powerful and important for
us not to agree upon.
With us undivided on support for these two men, there
is no way we can lose.
Personally, I am ready to
meet at any time.
0. Z. Evers,
President of the
Binghampton Civ ic
Leagues and Executive
Board Chairman, Unity
Committee.

Negro Reporter For Africa
Dear Editor:
After surveying and reading
over the years and especially in
later years—I can assure you
that the Chicago Defender has
the best coverage of any AfroAmerican newspaper in the
world today.
It has covered in detail the
timely desegregation issues and
other matters of high importance to the Negro people ;n the
U. S. and abroad.
Current demonstrations by
minority groups in the United
States, is a clear indication of
their efforts to obtain first.class
citizenship and their right to
share in the economic, cultural
and social wealth of the nation.
This upheaval is not localized.
It has extended from the norchern-most coasts of North America to Argentina. Contrary to the
general belief in America today—that Africa cannot stand
alone without the white man s
help. I beg to differ, because
Africa is a coming nation of free
black men, who are capable of
self-government.
The Chicago Defender has
come a long way since the days
of Marcus Garvey, founder of
the internationally-known .Universal Negro Improvement As•
sociation, who advocated a
"back to Africa move" in
America and sought to secure

Chips to transport black Americans back to their homeland.
Africa will someday, become
a powerful force in the United
Nations because of her great
mineral and agricultural wealth.
The Defender has covered
various avenues, both pro and
con on Africa and the Caribbean. I would like to see it leading our nation's newspapers,
during its 60th anniversary by
sending two reporters to Africa
to bring back the "inside
story" on Africa, its growth and
self-government and available
business opportunities.
Dr. Metz T. P. Lochard, a
brilliant editor, world-traveler
and chief editorial writer for
the Chicago Defender, just completed a kalidescope about free
African nations. He has spent
years with the Chicago Defender and he speaks fluent French.
I recommend that you send
Dr. Lochard to all countries
formerly controlled by France
to report the facts about their
domestic operation. I also recommend that Lee Blackwell,
managing editor of the Daily
Defender, be sent to the Caribbean and East Africa to report
on conditions there.
John Sengstacke, the publisher could then go after African
circulation and advertisement
and form closer trade relations
between African nations and the
U.S.
There is a greed need for a
roving Negro U. S. reporter in
Africa, the West Indies, and
South America. If, the Chicago
Defender fails to take advantage of these new opportunities,
it will miss a great opportunity
because it is big enough and
has a trained staff of reporters
who can cover such a assignments.
F. H. Hammurabi
Chicago,

GOD'S GUITAR
Mrs. Lucy E. Campbell Williams . . .
one of the world's great gospel song writers
and singers . . . was a most remarkable
woman.
She was more than a composer of
songs which moved people toward religious emotional expression. She was also
a dynamic speaker, a great teacher,
conscientious church worker and religious leader, with a strong and aggressive
personality.
Her achievements ranked her among
America's most notable women. She was
one of the three greatest Negro women
Memphis has produced. She may possibly
outrank the other two. Miss Ida B. Wells,
for whom the well-known Chicago hog'
ing project is named, was a former neNM
paper editor in Memphis, and gained national fame for her militant stand on racial rights. Miss Wells had to leave Mem'phis because of her strong battle against
racial oppression and the growing Jim
at the turn of the century in
Memphis.
MARY CHURCH TERRELL
Mrs. Mary Church Terrell, daughter of
the first Memphis Negro millionaire, R. R.
Church Sr., gained a national reputation
from her adopted home in Washington, D.
C., with her strong stand for Negro advancement in education and citizenship
status throughout the nation. She has been
commemorated in a recent book written
by a former Memphis public school
teacher.
But Mrs. Lucy E. Campbell Williams
possibly earned a deeper place in tali
hearts, affections, and thoughts of millP
Negroes than did the other two Negro
women notables of Memphis. She possibly
touched more of the more directly with
her religious compositions . . . she wrote
songs that gave strong, deep, and lasting
expression to some of the deepest passions
in the human breast . . . songs which
touched not only Negroes, but people of
all races and climes. Her songs were sung
around the world, not only by Baptists
. . . people of her own life-time denominational leaning . . . but by all denominations.
Such compositions as "Something
Within," "He'll Understand And Say 'Well
Done'," "Just To Behold His Face," and
scores of others, gave satisfying expression
to sentiments common to all people.
JAMES WELDON JOHNSON
In her religious activities and outlook
. . in her teaching and civic activities . . .
in her life, "Miss Campbell," as she will
live in the minds of most of those wIiik
knew her ... bridged two phases of NeM
experience in America.
She was born just at what might be
called the end of the Reconstruction Era,
when the Negro was making adjustments
to the hard facts of life cropping out of
his so-called freedom. She knew the
"freedmen" . . . Negroes fresh out of th(
•
chains of slavery.
She met the old-time Negro preachers,
James Weldon Johnson described as
"God's Trombines" . . . men who could
preach soul-stirring sermons out of Webster's blue-back spelling book. She met
them ... worked with them ... understood
them . . . respected them . . . and was respected in return.
GOSPEL SONGS
Miss Campbell saw through the rough
coat of ignorance and lack of academic
preparation these men wore . . . saw
through to the sincerity, dedication, ho e
and faith of these first leaders of t
race. She joined their ranks with
energy and insight, and ability to serve
as an instrument upon which to play the
songs of the spirit growing out of the
longings, aspirations, and urges of her
people. She kept their hopes alive with
her "Gospel Songs" . . . songs of "good
news" about Christ . . . which helped keep
them going.
Then, Miss Campbell's life- touched
that other phase of the Negro's experience
in America ... when he had become more
literate, more articulate, more sophisticated . . . when a new breed of Negro
preachers came on the scene ... with mere
learning, and a willingness to express
more race consciousness.
She witnessed the change in emphasis
the Negro preacher began to place in his
sermons . . . when he began to direct his
people's gaze to the earth as well as to
Heaven with its promise for the hereafter.
She was an interested observer as the
mass Negro ... so much represented in the
'Negro Baptist Church . . . turned his eie
to the "herenow."
DOWN-TO-EARTH
Miss Campbell was naturally equipped
by mother wit and adaptability to help
shape and guide this new Negro outlook.
Not only did she use this natural ability,
but she trained it. She was self-educated,
and formally educated by her own efforts.
She earned a master's degree while still
actively working in the field of religion
and public school teaching.
She was easily one of the most remarkable and effective public school teachers
ever to work anywhere. Ask anyone of the
thousands of men and women who lied the
privilege of being one of her students,
what he or she thinks of Miss Campbell as
a teacher. At her peak, she didn't possess a
college degree. But she taught so thoroughly, so efficiently, so down-to-earth,
until even the slow could understand and
never forget. She commanded their respect
first. Most learned to love her. She plays'
upon their minds and spirits . . .
serving as an -instrument . . . a folksy
guitar . . . to accompany their expression.
Selah.
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Lincoln Freed Slaves As
Pledge To Maker-Historian
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Did Abraham Lincoln'such an action, King noted. ,Proclamation pruniarily from posedly dominated by the Rad- the Republican Party," Krug
issue the Emancipation ! He told them that it was jmilitary necessity and that he icals, gave Lincoln "excellent says. "The applause was not
influenced little, if at all,
limited to the Radical wing."
Proclamation because he his order that such a procla- was
cooperation."
5. "That the issuance of the
mation would become the law by considerations of justice,
was forced to or because ;of the land if the Confederacy freedom and morality."
This Congress passed "ap- Proclamation was the major
he really wanted to free did net end its rebellion with- ALWAYS AGAINST
propriations for the army and cause of the Republican dethe slaves?
in 100 days.
Professor Krug says that navy, an income tax law, a new feats in the November, 1862

•

When the 100 days were up Lincoln, from the time he was 'tariff law, the Homestead Act, election."
That question, much debated
by historians for decades, has —January, 1, 1863—the Con- ,a young man, was opposed to ;the College Land Grant Act, According to Krug, "Lincoln,
been answered in a new light federacy had not ended its slavery. For example, once in land the act abolishing slavery . . . in his own analysis of the
by a University of Chicago rebellion and the proclamation !a debate with Stephen Doug- :in the District of Columbia." elections, said that Republi. , 3. "That Lincoln neither can reverses can be accounted
las, the latter had said: "
professor, Mark M. Krug, of became law.
the graduate school. An asso- In hi: paper, Professor Krug the signers of the Declaration :wished nor realized that the for by the fact that Lincoln's
ciation member of the history :relates the dramatic episode of Independence had no ref- Emancipation
Proc lam a- administration came into powdepartment and a teacher of ,in which Lincoln made his erence to the Negro when they tion would make the abolition er by the support of a minorideclared all men to be created of slavery a central issue of ty of the popular vote . . . by
graduate courses on the Civil:promise to his "Maker."
the absence of many RepubliWar and Reconstruction, Pro-' King quotes Salmon P. equal."
the Civil War"
cans from their states because
fesesor Krug insists Lincoln Chase, Secretary of the Treas- To which Lincoln responded:
"T
.
.
.
says,
is
Krug
here
of service in the army and to
freed the slaves because of a ury in Lincoln's cabinet, who 'I should like to know, if tak- sufficient
suggest
to
evidence
promise to "myself and to my kept a diary:
ing this old Declaration of In- that most Republican leaders the vitriolic atacks on the AdMaker."
"When the rebel army was'dependence, which declares were convinced that the Proc- ministration by the Republican
Professor Krug made his at Fredericksburg, I determin- that men are equal on princi- lamation, cautious and limited newspapers which were exobservations in a paper be- ed as -soon as it should be ple, and making exceptions to in scope as it was, represented ploited by the opposition."
Professor Krug added that
fore a session of the 77th an- :driven out of Maryland to it, where will it stop? If one a turning point in the war benual meeting of the American tissue a Proclamation of Eman- man says it does not mean a cause it made the issue of slav- the election was in an off-year
Historical Association. T h e ,eipation . . I said nothing to Negro, why not another say ery a central issue of the when elections usually result
in losses in power for the
title of his paper was "The !anyone, but I made the prom- it does not mean some other Civil War."
party in power.
Republican Party and the ise to myself, and (hesitating man?"
BY
OKAYED
ALL
In a wrap-up of the contro2. "That Lincoln issued the
Emancipation Proclamation." :a little) to my Maker."
Republican
ha
the
t
"T
4.
versy, Krug says: "In the eyes
On the morning of Septem- Professor Krug lists five Proclamation with a great deal
split
and
lukewarm
was
Party
the Civil War generation,
of
ber 22, 1863, President Lincoln j"commonly held" assumptions of reluctance and that his dein its reaction to the Procla- I h e Emancipation Proclacalled his cabinet together about Lincoln's motivations in cision came mainly in remation."
mation was a clarion call for
and told them that he was is- issuing the Proclamation, and 'sponse to the unbearable pressuing the Emancipation Proyla- then examine each. The five sure exerted on him by the "There seems to be over- human freedom and Lincoln
whelming evidence that the was the Great Emancipator.
•
tion, although he knew that asumptions — and Professor !Radicals."
According to Krug, the 37th . . . Proclamation met with "The evidence indicates that
most members of his cabinet Krug's responses—are:
1. "That Lincoln issued the Congress, one which was sup- the approval of all factions in this was a valid judgment."
had some reservations about

CROOKED CUSTOMERS have the "word" to
stay clear of Elroy Short's Esso service station
in Washington, D. C. They got it through one
slickster who tried to palm off a stolen credit
card and found himself under arrest pronto,

for Short is not only a business man, but also
a detective with the Metropolitan Police Department. Here Short and his wife. Ruby, are
shown at the Howard University College of
Medicine where she is employed.

Police 'Savvy' Helps Detective
Successfully Operate Gas Station

word around about her husband's station at nearby Howard University, where she
works as a technician in the
College of Medicine.
"Short, who punctuates his
Gives Away $121,600
work when he drove into an
"Elroy Short, who had an sentences with frequent laughokay from the Police Depart- ter and a wave of his cigar,
Kelso service station here.
HARROGATE, Eng., (UPI)
The crooked customer tried ment to become a dealer, man- joined the Metropolitan Police
—A woman doctor said she
tires at dealer ages his station in partner- Department as a rookie cop
had finally given to charity to buy two
station with the ship with his brother. Clinton. in 1947. Promoted to plainall of $121,600 willed to her Elroy Short's
purloined credit card (he said His only experience at a sta- clothesman in 1953, he was
nine months ago.
he had won it in a poker tion until then was pumping named a probationary pre"It's all gone . . . and I'm
game). The ink wasn't dry on gas years ago and working on cinct detective in 1956 and a
glad," Dr. Kathken Rutherthe charge slip he forged be- car engines. The station he full precinct detective in 1961.
ford said. She said she had
he was under arrest. The operates now was not strange "He earned a rare commenmade a vow to herself that fore
arresting officer; Precinct De- o him, however.
dation from a U.S. District
ilot; .0mar Kayham, Rudyard I 11111111111illiniliallailliii111111‘1111111111111111111111119111i11111111i111111111111110neatillIteulintiellettleio the money would be used to tective Elroy Short of Wash- "Several times he'd been
By DAVID POTTER
Court judge several years ago
be
the
than
help
rather
poor
and
Gwendolyn.
KIPIlkng„
ington's Metropolitan Police there on official business — for corraling a dope peddler
Barbara Graham is a 32- B
used after her death to "make
How can I write of happiness?
investigating burglaries and and four addicts a block from
Department.
year-old Negro poetess,
rockets and weapons of deMisss.Graham is a romanti-1
When this heart says, I'm bitter.
precinct headquarters. OperatDealer Short and Detective thefts..
who is a rarity in today's cist. She constructs her poems'
struction."
How can I write of love, the exuberance?
Short are the same man. This "During his first five months ing his busines from a parked
world of get - rich - cluickjabout things of beauty to her.
neither.
When the feeling is
month his story is told in a of operating Short's Esso Serv- car—'just like he had a license
millionaires, high income Social protest, the bludgeon of,
How can I write of beauty?
two-page illustrated article in ice-located at Florida Ave., and to sell the stuff'—the peddled
Safety
First
taxes and money, money ev-j the Negro artist, is not her
the Humble Extra, marketing 1st St., in the commerical, was dishing out decks of herWhen the core of the eye no longer sees.
erywhere. She has never had ,cup of tea.
magazine of Humble Oil & northeast section—the dealer- oin.
How can I write of true purity?
AKRON, Ohio — (UPII
"I write the way I feel," she j
one of her poems published in
has increased the "The group was so engrossed
When this soul is not clean within me.
American motorists are becom- Refining Company. It goes to detective
five years of writing but she said. "There are no strains of
more than 30,000 Humble serv- outlet's gasoline volume about
the transactions, they didn't
How can I write of simplicity?
ing increasingly safety-consci- ice stations throughout the 30 per 'cent, Ile's now selling in
neither cares nor worries that black nationalism in my poetnotice a sixth man had joined
When all things become complex.
her efforts do not have a dol- ry, because I don't have that
ous„ as evidenced by their rec- country.
about 25,000 gallons a month, the little circle—Planisclothes'oppressed Negro' feeling. This
lar value.
How can I write of humility?
and hopes to boost that figure man Short. He and another deording-breaking purchases of THE STORY
Mother of a six-year-old comes from my being raised in
When I am easily vexed.
safety belts and winter tires.
Here is the story the maga- a good bit in the near future. tective quickly marched them
son, Miss Graham is divorced the Northwest." she added
How can I write of riches?
Studies reported by the Good- zine tells:
down the street to the station
WELL KNOWN IN AREA
from her husband and the hastily.
year Tire & Rubber Company
When I come from poverty's school.
"Being alert is an old habit "The Short brothers are also house.
problems of the world as well. The long ash on her eigashow almost 7 million cars have to this 15-year veteran of the fairly well known in the EARNED SERVICE AWARD
How can I write of philosophy?
Born in Topeka, Kansas and reette broke away and pepbeen equipped with seat belts, capital's police force. And neighborhood, and that's help- "A meritorious service cerWhen I am a learned fool.
reared in Yakima Valley, pered the leg of her black
while an estimated 19 million when his application for a ed bring customers in. More- tificate was earned by Elroy
How can I write of life?
Washington, Mis Graham is a woolen slacks. She brushed
cars will be using winter tires dealership was accepted last over, Elroy's wife, Ruby, hasn't Short in the face of a naked
When I have not really lived.
tall, slender, handsome wom- the ashes away with one flutthis season
spring, he applied the habit to been bashful in spreading the knife blade back in the early
How can I write of peace?
an.
tering motion.
50's. An argument had broken
When it has yet to come my way.
When asked why she hadn't PEOPLE JUST PEOPLE
out in a food market between
—Barbara Graham
been published, she said, "I "It's only been in the last
two men interested in the
really haven't tried to please few years," she said. "that
same woman. One of the men
111111111111111111illillinlinniliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniU11111119111911111111111111111118111111111111111181111
anybody but myself and I I've became acquainted with
grabbed a butcher's knife and
don't give a damn what oth- :Negro history. I shy away feeling at the end of the serv- poet said, "Everybody in Eubegan slashing at the other.
ers think. My biggest pleas- from writing on racial things :ices. I visited several churches, rope, more or less, has been
When Elroy Short, a uniformure is sharing my poems with , because I haven't been ex- j but they all seemed like bum- exposed to poetry more than
ed patrolman in those days,
my friends. I feel that as long posed to it enough. I prefer to , nesses to me. They would not we have. They are more 'hip'
arrived with a partner, the
to it than us."
as they understand me. pub= : write to everybody. People feed one hungry soul.
place was a bedlam of screamlishing is not for me. I have are just people to me, no mat-:NO REAL TRUTH
POETRY DELICATE
ing, pushing patrons.
wide range of people I come in !ter how damned corny that ' "They never passed on the
"Also a lot of people think
"The two officers converged
J teachings of the Bible without that reading poetry is a delicontact with and I've shown :sounds."
on the armed man from oppoShe took one long last drag some weird interpretation. In cate thing. They don't want to
my work to various friends
site directions. Patrolman
I've met on the street. They've on her cigarette and crushed all the churches I visited, truth be censured for it, so they
Short offered himself as a
undersstooit what I was trying it into submission in an ash was never presented to the don't read it."
target, and when the knife
:congregations."
to portray, so who needs pub- !tray.
She paused pensively and
wielder lunged, the second
lishing."
t "I was raised around nature l She drew her legs up onto continued, "But America is
officer grabbed him from beShe sat down in a modern :—pines and mountains. I've :the plush upholstery of the a melting pot of a lot of peohind.
chair and added, "One day I tried to capture nature because I club chair. She lit another ple. We have people whose
"It's a tribute to the pleasplan to do a collection of my anything in nature is beau- cigarette, inhaled deeply un- forebears were servants. In
ant personality of Elroy Short
re- order to grow, they had to
poetry entitled 'Expressions.' tiful if you only look. A bar- til the cigarette's red glow
that the man who drew a
leave a land of culture. We
The poetry will be about my ren tree against a purple sky; flected on her nose.
one- to three-year term for
feelings on love, the differnt autumn and its colors: sum- "In a way," she said, "re- haven't had any time to reala TRIO OF BOY SCOUTS looks over plans for
pared, Be Fit." Set for Feb. 7-13, the program swinging a knife in public is
people that I've met, vignettes mer with its quiet laziness ligion has brainwashed us. The ly develop our arts. After all, the coming Boy Scout week program, to carry
will be comprised of physical fitness activity now one of his Esso custoand spring when all begins things that we are not taught we had a country to build.
and stuff like that."
over the world.
all
mers."
PreBe
"Strengthen
America,
theme
the
out
things
the
She spoke of how her poet- again. This is my way of pay- in the churches are
"Now the king is the doling tribute to God. I feel a po- we should know. Especially in lar—not art. We have no arry writing began.
et should pay tribute to na- 'this space age, we should be tistic values. America is set
ROMANTICEST
taught how to develop and up differently.
"I started writing poetry in ture."
She also spoke of more use the mind. But instead,
1957 in Washington," she said.
Miss Graham spoke of some
and
"At the time, I was in Yak- common ways of worshipping Ithey tell us how to think
of her friends who have comjust
do
to
want
I
do.
to
jwhat
God.
ima Valley Business College
plimented her after reading
do. There is.
and because of my love for "I was raised a Baptist and I what I want to
some of her work. Once, she
but
do
to
me
for
else
nothing
poetry, my studies didn't get was baptize when I was eight
said a man told her, "You've
she sighed.
too much attention. I really years old. Much later, I left explode,"
expressed the feeling of love
poetry
why
asked
When
didn't start right off doing the church because I didn't
for me." She said that incipoems—they were really nar- think it gave enough. I was boasts more popularity in Eu- dents like these are a poet's
the
America,
in
tthan
empty
rope
an
ratives. Before that I read a always left with
reward.
She was queried about the
DAKAR, West Africa -- the budge I. There is also a In other countries, rent of at $80,000 a throw, build othi
"sweetness and light" stigma
$400 a month is considered housing for foreigners, whiSI
that duplicating happy emo- Negro officials in West Af- scandalous racket in rentals.
cheap; $500 is reasonable, and rent for $6,000 a year.
ions in poetry carries.
rican countries are playing It works like this:
eottremr Ifd
normal.
m
is a is aboutoutbn
"That's me. It's my inner a game of "musical houses" When an African is appointed $600
Lagos, one realtor stat4
comes In
little
self—a sleping prince, so to at 'a great profit to them- to a civil service post he moves
the facts of life:
furnishings
with
e
t
c o m pie
out f his home to other
speak. I don't like chaos, so selves
month "There are really no limit‘
I write poems about beautiful it all grow out of the far' commodations which might be rents of $800 to $1,000 a
because we are dealing will
no excitement,
things in life. Believe me, it's that when Afrisan nations be- less comfortable but rent-free, causes
diplomats or business compare
getting hard as heli-t2 do that came- independent, the govern- Then he rents his house to a RENTS OWN HOUSE
foreign diplomat or business- It costs the government some employes; their rents are pal/
these days."
ments demanded that the same
man for an amount equal to $60 a m on t h to maintain a for them. Governments payitill
WRITES LYRICS TOO
respect and authority bu achouse for a judge, but while for di domats can't argue aboi ll
civil service salary.
his
the
Graham,
Barbara
When
corded to Africans in 'ni;11 poPrices, and companies put ti 1
[mother, relaxes, she does it sitions as wer: given t.; their A judge in a French-African the French judge has taken a cost on the price of the produ'
country lost his job to an Afri- house which costs the govern- they are selling.
with her six-year-old son, Euroos.an predecessors
colMonte, (pronounced M o n- One status sy.nbal as '-ous- can, but was recalled to a lesser ment $800 a month, his
PAYS MORE
TAY). They take long walks ing. When Africans took over post. Ile found that all housing league rents his own house for
Nigerian speculator get.
together and she "listens to posts formerly held by whites, for judges was occupied by Af_ $600 a month to a French busi- "The
his fat rent, and the Nigerian
told nessman.
was
but
magistrates,
rican
the world of a child."
they were g'ven living faci.it les
little ormore
re 'for
zeirnine
e pressure, which involves cmiteid
Presently, in addition to her in thc quarters built for white to find himself a place to live The
a l
payclothing
corned
West
in
country
would
pay
government
every
and
nearly
the
writis
Graham
poetry, Miss
:officials of the colonial governAfrica, is caused by the influx beef."
for it.
ing song lyrics with Ray Scott, ments.
embassies and businesses. Private companies s e 1 d 0 m
of
i
Richard
taxand
Freeman
at
Von
In the bush country, natives The landlord. hying
buy land on which to
Abrams. The four are work- looked upon the district officer's payer expense, asks his tenant As one Nigerian stated, it is try to
home- build housing. They are never
ing on show tunes for a New residence with a certain amount to pay three years rent in ad- the "most profitable
made African industry since offered free land, and are hesiYork production.
of awe. To them, the house vance, thus enabling him to
tant to venture into the tangled
-trading."
slave
diviper
erect
100
another
cent
She said that she wrote the went with the job, and it was
growth of tribal law involved
inflated
price
such
Even
Jse
ho
every
r
'
min,'
,
'
fier',
You
not so much the officer but the
lyrics for the song, "When
in renting land on which to
de
Rio
Bahamas,
the
as
places
rented,
already
powLove Someone," but the
position and the house which
build a house.
In Ghana, there is more re- ,Janeiro and Venezuela trke a
nrs that be decided to record commanded respect.
They prefer to lease houses,
rector Whitney H. Young. John 0. Killen., the tene (written by Freeto
comes
it
when
seat
back
AT BOOK AUTOGRAPHING PARTY awaitservform. The Ghanaian civil
GREAT DEMANDS
let West African landlords
and
author of forthcoming book, "And Then We man) sans lyrics.
costs.
housing
of
j
been
they
if
nations
have
that
ants
1no their turn u Little Rock's heroine Daisy
told
In nearly all the
deal with the tribal land-ownHeard The Thunder," and Irving Burgle, auBates puts her "John Henry" on cover of her
"I know poets are ostracized West Africa, civil servants live persist in pretending they need: Nigeria is the leader in the :ership problem,
ministers living
new book, "The Long Shadow Of Little Rock" thor of many Harry Beiafonte calypso hits. in our society, but I don't give free in housing provided by the housing provided by the gov-'game. Here,
African house builders hope
Seated with Mrs. Bates is NAACP president a damn. I'll make it on my government, and as a result ernment, they rpu.st pay an un- jin public housing provided by
in New York, New York Post reporter Ted
the Nigerian peasant taxpayer the situation will continue,
great demands are made upon subsidized rent.‘
own." '
Arthur B. Spingarn.
Poston. National Urban League exe41, Wye di-

WASHINGTON, D. C. — j his new part time profession.
He's made it a practice to keep
A motorist with larceny in an up-to-date list of lost or
his heart and a stolen cred- stolen credit cards close by his
it card in his billfold got a cash register for quiet, dislesson in speedy police creet checking.

Poetess NeverPublishedA Poem
And She's Not Even Worried

•

"A

usicd House' Game Bilks
Peasant African Taxpayer

•
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With the new year winging the Wilbur Stocktons, Buddy
its way down the mad of Dancy, Charles and Wilma
time, we must harken back to Sueing, Charles and Lois Clarithe immediate past to take a bell a n d Alonzo Weaver,
fleeting glance at the scores George Stevens, Sam and ElMOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS — Members of
Georgianna Lake, Mrs. Lidella Bettingfield,
of holiday festivities which len Wilson, Marion and Walter
The Cotillian Club and their mothers are
Margaret Bettingfield, Mrs. Mattie Taylor,
Gibson and their handsome
dotted the social scene.
seen during the holiday season. Cotillians
Mrs. Ruth E. Ward, Mrs. Hazel Knight, Mrs. at
son,
Walter
Jr.;
Gloria
and
Your scribe was missing
seen left to right, seated, are Norma Taylor,
Susie Greer, Alberta Greer, Miss Samye
Willie
Lindsey,
from the scene for most of the
Ardia Ward, Janice Knight, Mrs. Rachelle
Lynom, Mrs. Louise Johnson, Mrs. Victoria
Annie
Bell
and
George
Saunaffairs, having motored to
L. Carhee—Advisor; Gloria Mason, president;
Purnell, Mrs. Maggie Peace, Doris Harper
Marshall, Texas, via Little ders, Dr. A. R. Flowers, MarShirley Purnell, Shirley Peace and LaVerne
and Mrs. Ruby Douglass.
F.
Horne,
tha
and
Dr.
A.
Rock, to visit with our sister
Tucker, bevlon Goodloe (Miss Cotillian) Bonner. Standing left to right are Mrs
and her family, Louise and Charlesteen Miles, the Sam COTILLIAN GIRLS, one of the city's subSamye Lynom and Norma Taylor. Back row,
Sengstacke, deb clubs, are seen in formal pose. Left to
Astrid
Paul Collins, and their daugh- Peaces.
left to right: Alberta Greer, Shirley Purnell,
ters — Paula and Pamela, at Jack Roberts, Alma and Phil right on floor, are Shirley A. Peace, LaVerne
Margaret Beddingfield and Ardia Ward.
their home near Wiley college's Booth, Ophelia and Dr. James Bonner and Janice Knight. Seated, left to
campus, where he is head Byes, and her charming sister, right: Gloria Mason, president, Cheryl
Angeles, Mary
from
Los
basketball coach.
Accompanying us were Dor- Howard; Rubye H. Gadison.
John and Juanita Brinkley The same week found Wilolday Westbrooks, Rose Nelles
and
their beautiful daughter, liam Bartholomew host at an
alaer her daughter, Rosyln, and
!Paulette,
who was home from informal dinner party for the
Lotnne Ulen. At Little Rock we !
Franoward
H
Univ.;
Joe and Bar- members of the college set.
were the guests of Mrs.
January has made its entre. cates were Mr. and Mrs. Percy
During the holiday festivi- Taylor Mrs. Ruby Douglass. OXFORD, Miss. — Handbils,
bars
Atkins,
Thomas
and Julia Bill is now a commissioned It is the first month of the year
'were distributed on the UniverMrs. ties, the members of the Cotil- and Mrs. Victoria Purnell.
Mr.
and
c•
es Wilson. Rose's delightful
Gill,
4914
Peace;
lieutenant
in
second
officer, a
l sity of
Mississippi campus
lather and her sister and Collins, Ethalyn Ross with her
Horn Lake lion Girls Club, Inc., enterBridges,
183
Curtis
the
and
is
named
for
Janus,
Others
included
visited
Mrs.
Luthe U. S. Army, and
brother-in-law, Mae and Virgillsister.. and brother-in-law, the
be- Cove, and Dr. and Mrs. H. tamed with a mothers' brunch, della Neddingfield, Mrs. Lou- claiming that an organization
Roman
god
of
two-faced
and
Sallye
parents,
his
Lonnie Walkers; Addle and with
Gettes.
ginnings. The festival of Janus Ralph Jackson, 167 Honduras introducing the mother of each Ise Johnson, Mrs. E. Ruth whose main purpose is the "imilliam Owen. Lavada and Caffrey Bartholomew. The diawas celebrated at the begin- Drive. Although all of us can- Cotillian girl at the Eagle Ward and Mrs. Georgiana peachment, removal and execu.route to Marshall. we IDick Hobson of Baltimore;
their
held
in
was
ler party
tion" of resident Kennedy has
Were accompanied as fas as
ning of each year. The Norse- not win prizes, Gerri must say club.
Lake,
Parkway.
.
Dr. Clara Brawner and her home on S.
been formed among the stunamed the month for that all Lakeviewites are to
men
Little Rock by well - known c
Whirling
with
excitement
Girls
at
the
Cotillian
Ball
concert artist sister, Alpha, MORE PARTIES
Photographer, Ernest Withers,
their god of thunder and be commended for their fine and gaiety and. carrying out and their guests were BeveThor,
wa
ho was escorted by her f
THE EYADS, a club of young storms. In England, more than cooperative spirit which the
%to. was bound for an assignclub's theme, "Think Ion Goodlow with Geonnard Name of the new organization,
tripiance, Lawrence Wilson of
matrons, held their annual hol- a thousand years ago, the helped to make our community Pink-Look Green," these ver- Butler and Samuel Goodloe; is "Brick and Bottle Minutement at Hot Springs. The
New York; C. Katheryn Perry
men," the crudely printed handva'aS. a very pleasant one, ex- Thomas, John and Juanita Ar- iday party on Dec. 28 at Top Anglo-Saxons called it "Wolf- "A Thing of Beauty!"
satile young ladies again ensaid.
Hat and Tails Club. These month" because fierce wolves Further cavortings of my co- tertained at the Cotillian Ball Holmes, Jr., Cheryl Tucker, bill
cant for the fact that every- nold with Maxine and .
.
Primary goal of the organithhaja being king-sized in and just scads more, who gracious hostesses were tres entered the villages in searchi horts in the Gardens could be with the crowning of Miss Nina Bryant, Shirley Peace
grande while providing cock- of food during this cold month. seen in the lovely household Bevelon Goodloe as "Miss Co- -and William Sarden, Pmiscillalzation is the impeachment, reTexas, Dot and I both came
were so graciously received by
dos with a collossal virus their hosts and also by Helen tails and delightful music by January has one holiday of Lee and Bill Jamison who tillian "Personality of 1963." Marr and Gary Sarden, Norma. moval and execution for the
the Mad Lads combo and which is observed in all Chris- lavishly entertained their Miss Goodloe is the daughter Taylor and Booker T. Cole, crime of treason (I.E. giving
whteh kept us quiet there, aland Tom's beautiful a n d
lowed us to return home charming daughter, Tomrnye Squash Campbell. o name a tian countries — New Year's house-guest — Mrs. Essie Shan- of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Good- Janice Knight and Robert aid and cOmfort to the enemy)
few of their many guests — Day. In India, China, and some non of Chicago. Mrs. Shannon loe of 1089 E. McLemore Av- Taylor, Gloria, Mason and Jes- of John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
rather weak and consigned us,
o was visiting
Kaye Haves
and several hundred co-conspirThe Wardell Robinsons, Elene other parts of the world, the spent the entire holiday sea- enue.
to bed for all of last week.
sie Webb, Margaret BeddingUniv.
from Fisk
ators who surround and abet
with rubbery-feeling
and Utillus Phillips, the Wal- beginning of the year is cele- son with her very dear friends
The Cotillian Girls Club, field and Wayne D. Williams,
ter Martins. the Logai Mitch- brated in other months because and of course, the red velvet Inc., is affiliated with St. Jude Shirley Purnell and John Ed- him."
leg'swe now dauntlessly recap PINK PARADISE
the bright party scene of the Those sweet young sub-debs, ells, the Hosea Alexanders, the calendars are different. carpet was laid at her feet by Hospital Teen Marchers and wards, LaVerne Sooner and The phamphlet said the
the Memphis Co-Ettes, were Delores and James Boone, the Before England and the British
gayest time of the year.
her congenial host and hostess. contributed to the Mary Mc- Bennie Christ, Alberta C. "Minutemen" were composed
pretty as a picture as they de- Charles Bells, James Sprag- colonies in America adopted
"largely of those who fought the
PRE CHRISTMAS
Among the go-ems and comers Lend
Bethune
Educational Greer and Levitte Draper.
Paradise
in
their
Pink
lighted
criminal marshals hand-to-hand
Those versatile PATS regins, Ann Carnes Harris and the Gregorian calendar in 1752, who were in, loaded with good Center and makes an Annual
here on the night of 30 Septemquested the pleasure of scores Charity Ball, formal no less, Gilbert Fisher, the Robert the New Year was celebrated wishes and merriment were contribution to the National
, ber, 1962.''
of friends at a Christmas and who covered themselves Crawfords. Floyd Harrison. there on March 25.
Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson. Negro Scholarship Fund.
dance held on the 21st, at Cur- with sheer glory as they pre- The Robert Thomas' and Caf- One of the early Roman cal- Cleora and Henry Neale. JeanThat was the night bloody raThe club is composed of
endars began with March and ette and Ortie Carr, Mr. and high school young girls whose
ries Club Tropicana. where sented $1,250 to Frank Lewis, free Bartholomew,
cial rioting raged across the
of
the
United
Negro
chairman.
Club
members
who
were
layeveryone found the just-right
had only ten months. According Mrs. Leroy Weathers, Mr. and goals are scholarship and
campus, leaving two dead and
impetus to get in the mood for College Fund Drive, as their 'ahly gowned in sequinned and to legend, January was added Mrs. Harris. Mr. and Mrs. charitable contributions and
protectNeagnrd
sent t0 Marshals
s injured.
the fun-filled days which were contribution to a worthy cause. jeweled cocktail dresses were to the calendar about 700 B. C. Major Blanchard, Mrs. Dimple cultural enrichment.
evening
was
Highlight
of
the
the
second
Marie
Ward,
by
Numa
Pompilius,
to follow.
president, whose
James Meredith battled for
Leviann. Mrs. Cora Blackman
Miss Gloria Mason is club
That same night, the BLUFF the crowning of lovely Twyla spouse, Daniel played with the king of Rome. He gave the and Mr. Smith.
Grand Exalted Ruler Hob- eight hours with students and
president.
son R. Reynolds has designat- outsiders.
CITY MARS dispensed more Miles, daughter of Mrs. Char- Mad Lads: Ann Spraggin.s, es- month only thirty days. but in
The spacious home was AT BRUNCH
be
of the same gracious hospital- lesteen Miles, as "Miss Co- corted by Ronald Gibson, Car- 48 B. C.. Julius Caesar in- banked with the Christmas atParents seen chatting at ed Sunday, January 13, as the The handbill claimed to
ity at their annual formal Ette,' and the presentation of lolyn and Fred Garner, Char- creased the number to ,thirty- mosphere throughout Mrs. the brunch were Mrs. Susie official opening of the 1963 published by the "rebel under.
dance which was held at the thtMiss Co-Ette Courts, in-alotte Brooks and Samuel Polk, one.
Shannon's visit. She has much Greer, Mrs. Hazel Knight, Mrs. membership drive of the im- ground," an organization pur• ••
mnner-up Myrna Wil-:Marna and Lewis Twieg, Jr.,
of unica,..
Flamingo Ballroom.
to remember about her friends Maggie Peace, Mrs. Mattie proved benevolent protective porting to be made up
order of elks of the world. versity students.
Saturday night the office of liams, Jacquelyn Young and.Billye and Alfred Motlow, Recollecting momentarily and and a White Christmas in the
The drive will begin with It was the fourth such hand'Catherine and Robert Terrell, Deering back into the pages of Bluff City!
The Tri-State Defender was Carita Harrison.
D. Miller, Verastein and Har- "back to church" services bill to appear under the ban•• •
the setting for a wonderful Among the Co-Ette adult Mariam and Paul Holley, Rose the diary for Christmas 1962.
staff party, where a huge pile guests serving as chaperones land George Brown, Geraldine Gerri wants to reveal addition- Thursday's chill December old Goodrich, Mildred and Ce- throughout the entire juris- ner of the "rebel underground,"
of brightly be-ribboned and of the beautiful event wereiand Booker T. James. Carole al activities which accented the breezes blew gadabouts into a cil Mitchell, Dr. and Mrs. Floyd diction attended by the mem- and appeared to be a much
be-wrapped gifts were eg_ Mrs. James S. Byas and her Jamison and Charles Westley•'holiday spirit in the Gardens. wonderfully warm gathering Bass, Dr. and Mrs. H. Ralph hers of the lodges and temples cruder job than earlier numhers, some of which featured
changed among staff mem- sister, Mrs. Man, Howard ofa n d Jacqueline Hawkins, Peace Street, decorated in at the lovely home of Verastein Jackson, Melba and Lonnie of the various localities,
Organized
in
1898 the color plates.
bers. "lavas the first time that Los Angeles; Mrs. George whose husband, William, also heavenly blue, won the street and Harold Goodrich who feted Briscoe, Elene and Phil Phillips,
Hawkins,
Rose
The
William
I.B.P.O.E. of W. has become This one was mimeographed
our first family, the Whittier Brownler and her brother and played with the combo.
nrize, awarded to the recipients their mother and brother, Mrs.
Sengstacloes, were with us. sister - in - law, Dr. and Mrs.,THE FOUR SEASONS
by Lakeaaew Management and Roberta Goodrich and Donald, Caviness, Ulysses Truitt, The the largest fraternal order in on both sides of long yellow
Sharp
Freeman
Robinsons,
Joe
the world with members of paper.
and happy we were for their Herbert C. Harris of Chicago: 1 The holiday scene also wit- Peace Realty comnaniea. Door in true Lakeview fashion.
all races and creeds.
,Mrs. Pen Rita Jackson. Mr. and nessecl the debut of Memphis' prizes were won by Mr. and Holding forth at this delight- and Bobbie Nelson.
presence.
time
for
all
in
'Tis
a
merry
Mrs. O. L. Brandon, Robert M. newest club. The Four Seasons, Mrs. Bob McFerren of 4951 ful affair were Carolyn and
JOY.EGINS WEDDING
in December.
this
jolly
the
lively
home
of
Earlier the same day we at_ Ratcliffe. Mrs. Aubrey J. Turn- who were hosts at a brilliant Horn Lake and Mr. 0. L. Cash Fred Garner, Mr. and Mrs.
; Other officers elected insay
pair,
needless
to
tended the beautiful wedding Cr. Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price, Christmas season affair, Satclude:
189 Henduraa Drive. Aar. and Jesse Neely, Mildred and Cecil
•• •
of the former Miss Jacauelvn Mr. and Mrs. Howard Sims.
urday night at Top Hat and Mrs. L. C. Suttles of 503f Horn Mitchell, Gloria and Owen
I Calvin William.s, first vice
sinwishes
to
extend
Gerri
Janice Joy to Paul Carter Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Hob, Tails club. The black tie event IA, were the proud reeinients Tuggle, Mr. and Mrs. William
president; William Monger,
congratulations to Alice
Eains. Jr.. at Olivet Bantist,son, Mrs. Philip Booth and featured suave music by the of the overall community first Hawkins, Mattie Fugh and cere
second vice president; Mrs. RuDrive
192
Honduras
Johnson
of
church and the reception which her brother, Christopher Fool- Nicci Tucker Trio, and smart priae.
fus Thomas, secretary; Robert
sister, Sue, Mr. and Mrs. Earl who recently became "Miss Lefollowed in the church din-lhac of Philadelphia, Pa.; Mrs. suoner fare.
secOthers who were awarded Gates, Alzalia and Fred WilWhen the 48th Ward Civic J. Crawford, corresponding
Moyne" for 1962-63. A peach
Crawford, Claiborne Officers and members of this the honorable-mention certifiing room. The pink and green Oscar
retary; E. W. Boy,kin, treasurliams, A. D. Miller, Mr. and for the Purple Wave! ! !
club
held
its
annual
election
Charlesteen
color scheme of the wedding Davis, Sr.. Mrs.
unique organization include,
Smith, sr.,te
Mrs. James Christopher and
• ••
of officers during a regular er; Rev. Vasco A.
was carried out in decorations Miles. "Miss Co-Ette's" moth- Harold I. Whalum, president professional men will be hosts Nedra Smith.
chaplain and, George Lester,
meeting
at
Hamilton
High
IN
MEMORY
OF
—
Shannon.
Mrs.
•
and the dresses of the feminine Cr: Mrs. Othello
Dr. T. W. Northcross. vice at four distinctive social events
sergeant-at-arms.
Mr. Lucious L. Jones. be- school last Friday night, Frank
attendants, very much inspired Alphonse Saville. Mrs. Freida president; John R. Arnold, Jr..1 a year, one for each of the
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Howell. loved brother of Mrs. Ross R. Kilpatrick was re - elected
Mrs.
J.
D.
WilMarr,
Mr.
and
by the colors of her sorority.
secretary; Dr. Frederick Riv-!seasons.
Jr., who were lavishly feted
president for the tenth consecuAlpha Kappa Aloha. Pictures liam, Mrs. Allan Harg-raves, ers. treasurer; S. H. Johnson. We salute THE FOUR SEA- during the holidays by their Anderson, Mr. Henry Jones
and Mr. C. H. Jones of Little tive time. Conducting the elecMrs.
Gadison.
Mrs.
Ruby
H.
business manager; Dr. Leland SONS, and express our re- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
and story of this event will
Rock, Arkansas, and dead tion was Howard Jackson, new
Whittier Sengstacke, Mr. and Atkins, Dr. A. A. Flowers, Dr.
be in our next issue.
gret in being unable to pay Johnson of 4870 Peace, have uncle of your.scribe, who de- president of the Bluff City and
CAME CHRISTMAS FVE. Mrs. William Brodnax, Miss James S. Bya C. Dr. Arthur respects to their beautiful in- now returned to Atlanta, where
parted this life on January Shelby County Council of Civic
the houses all ready and filled Jewel Gentry and Mrs. Lillian Horne, Onzie C. Horne, Dr. G. vitation due to the fact that the charming couple resides.
,Clubs, whom Kilpatrick unsuc5, 1963.
with the aroma of delicious Wilborn.
W. S. Ish, Harold Jamison, Dr. we were out of town.
Mrs. Howell is the former MAY HE REST IN PEACE! lcessfully opposed for the office
cookine, we attended the an- ANOTHER HOLIDAY DANCE H. H. Johnson.
Winding up the old year Miss DeVerne Johnson.
•• •
neal Christmas Eve Mass at THE TRECE BRIDGE CLUB
A. A. Latting. Robert S.1 in grand style were the VIP'S,
Emmanuel Episcopal Church held a holiday dance on Thurs- Lewis, Jr., H. T. Lockhard, B. who gave a cocktail party on Friends and neighbors of
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALI.
. where afterwards we were day night, Dec. 27, at Currie's G. Oliver, Jr., William Owens,1 Dec. 31 at Universal Dining Carolyn and Fred Garner aldelighted to see Ben and Mil- Club Tropicana, adding more Edwin T. Prater, S. W. Qualls, Room, the LOAFERS who ways anticipate the fun in store
dred Poston of Denver. who merriment to the gay social Jr., Andrew J. Roberts, Dr. were hosts at their annual for them during the holiday
were spending the holiday whirl,
.
A. F. Saville, Dr. Vasco A. New Years' Eve Ball, and THE season when this pair runs up
"jll, their narents ...Marion And. among the scores of Smith. Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr., ELITE LITERARY AND SO- the flag for their annual "ToddSpeight. with her parents. Dr. parties held for the college Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., CIAL CLUB's annual recep- le In."
and Mrs. W. C. Sneight. Sr. set, was the one riven by Charles Tarpley. Lewis H. tion held on New Year's Day
Among the hail-fellows were
and her brother, Dr. W. 0. Tommye Kaye Hayes and Crys- Twigg, Jr.. A. Maceo Walker. at the home of Mrs. R. L. Barbara and Joe Atkins, Nedtal Tarpley, both Fiskites, at Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr.. and Dr. Flagg, 901 Miss. Ave.
Sneieht. Jr.
ra and Smitty, Hester and A.
ANNUAL XMAS PARTY
the home of Crystal's parents. W. H. Young.
9 A.M.-6 P.M.—Monday thru Friday
And. Christmas night he1d1Marion and Ethel Tarpley at Their name, Four Seasons.1
forth the joy of attending the South Parkway and Worthing- denotes that this aggregation
9 k.M.•2 P.M.—Sat.
Eighth
Christmas ton Circle.
Annual
of well - known business and
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527-5633 MEMPHIS, TENN.
A jet of live steam exParty of Helen and Tom
452 Walker Ave.
Haves. Helen and Chu Sawyer
plodes, while the rice is
and Frances and Taylor Hayes.
still in its husk, driving
BEAUTY SHOP
held "down under" 1329 So.
BARBER SHOP
Parkway East, the gracious
natural vitamins and minerA Complete Service
A Complete Beauty Service
contemporary home of Helen
als deep into each white
and Tom.
259 N. MAIN
4 Barbers
Expert Harr Styling
The come and go event is
grain. The result is a totally
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
really an institution for their
Permanent
Tinting
Manicurist
new rice ... high in food
legion friends, and we attendDAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
ed on the late-watch, and saw
value with a fresh new
Children's Hair Cuts
Individual Styling
those who were still there .
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
flavor. Try it.
the Taylor Wards, Floyd and
We Do All Style's
lic. Operators
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
Lil Campbell and their son and
daughter-in-law, t h e Jesse
PERMANENTS
SCALP TREATMENTS
Campbells, who were visiting
aDO11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112111111111111111
from Jackson, Miss., ... Dorris
•
•
Bodden, John and Gwen PosIn the new issue of LOOK Magazine,
ton, Taylor and Louise Ward,
Atlanta's Ralph McGill, one of America's
Lessye and R. B. Sugarmon,
•
IF YOU HAVE ANY

Cotillians Entertain Mothers
And Guest At Holiday Brunch

LAKEVIEWING WITH GERRI

Miss. Handbills
Ask For JFK
'Execution'

*

Elks Start Drive
For New Members
IllNegro

48th Ward Club
Elects Officers
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Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop

TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL

Are Relations Between
Whites and Blacks
Improving in the South?

LEARN TO DRIVE'

*

SAVE 113 „,„k

TERMITES-ROACHES!
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Peat Exterminating Ce.
cf. Z. Evgipre
FA 7-6033

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

•

TROUBLE WHATSOEVER

12

IN GETTING DRIVER'S LICENSE

I
FM DWEST MILK •
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

u

TENN. STATE
• DRIVING SCHOOL
BR. 6-4121

•

most eminent editorz, looks ahead into
1963 at the South's most explosive problem.
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City Club Federation To Honor
Late Mrs. Lelia Walker, Jan.13

44

When the City Federation of program has been planned for
!Colored Women's Clubs cele-•the graveside before flowers
brate the 13th anniversary of will be placed on the grave.
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse, Mrs. Annie L. Higgins will be
717 Walker ave., Sunday, .In. in charge of the pilgrimage.
13, one of the featured events After the graveside cerewill be a pilgrimage to the mony the group is expected to
graveside of the late Mrs. Lelia return to the clubhouse to hear
Walker in Firmwood cemetery, an address by Elder Blair T.
announces the general chair- Hunt, pastor of Mississippi
man, Mr; Flora Cochrane,
Boulevard Christian church.
Wit. Walker purchased the•where the late Mrs. Walker and
prooerty and converted it into her late husband, Dr. J. E.
a perm.unent clubhouse for the:Walker, were staunch mem,
mns. LELIA WALKER
federation. The pilgrimage, -f bers.
mote than 25 automobile loads
Mrs. LaBlanclic Jackson isl
of club members, is scheduled program chairman; and Mrs. Adams is president of the City"
to start at the clubhouse at 3 Mary Lou Taylor, clubhouse Federation of Colored
I' m., that Sunday. A _ brief chairman; and Mr,: Marie LHen's clubs.
•
-

Anna C.Looko

FINAL PARTIES
Remaining
overnight
as
Prior to the New Year com- guest in the home of the Bells
ing in. the season occasioned was Mrs. Evelyn Hood who got
many informal parties and a chance to enjoy the Jackson
get-to-gethers. Four visitors City Teachers' Christmas soshared the honor of being feted cial and the hospitality of the
with a dinner at Kyles Kosy Porters and the Cookes who
Kitchen. Mrs. Helen Whitsett had after affairs.
Hai i is, Nita. Lucille Jordan AT MERRY HIGH SCHOOL
Churcher, Miss Ruby Finger A featured attraction with
and Mrs. Dorothy Harper the band at Merry High school,
•
Reeves were the honorees.
which stopped eyerybody in
Present for the occasion their tracks was the flute
were Mesdames Daisy Shaw, playing of
Allen
Preston
Vera Brooks, Essie M. Perry, Merty who has been on the
Nancy Lyons, Georgia Adkins, West Coast making records
Arva L. Robinson, Gracie with Curtis Amy. Merry, a
Hurst, Lucille Sangster, Roset- native Jacksonian in his senior
ta McKissack, Charles Golden, year at Tennessee State. is
Florine Carter a n d your the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
scribe, Everyone says a new Merry. Amy was formerly
hat helps one's feelings and band director at Merry High.
I can say those worn that Brown games kept many
day certainly were stunning. close to their TV sets on New
Sohn, Jr.. son of Mr. and Years 'Day but your scribe
Mrs. S. M. Bond on Middleton and family managed to get
St.. who is more or less a shut- to Atwood, Tenn., to be dinin, was thrilled with the sweet ner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
music of the Liberty CME John Culberson. The day
Youth choir when he was ser- found many traveling too.
ended with Christmas carols getting back to their riestiChristmas Eve. T h e choir, nations. Mrs. 0. C. Beck got LeMOYNE LIBRARY OPENS — Miss Marie
Mary. Miss Franklin, right, received the first
under the direction of Mrs. Ed- a flight into Jackson on that
Ann Franklin, a sophomore of 1030 Randle
book from the head librarian, Mrs. Mae 1.
na White, enjoyed with Sohn date.
St.. was the first student to draw a book from
Fitzgerald. 'The ultra modern library building
A delicious repast of Christmas Enroute
to Pennsylvania
is one of the most imposing structures in the
cookies prepared by Mrs. Bond. from Texas was Second Lt. LeMoyne College's newly opened $250,000 II city. It will he dedicated during the spring,
Hostesses to small groups of Harold Berry of the U. S. Air
friends of Mrs. Churcher and Force, who had spent part of
Miss Finger were Mesdames his Christmas vacation with
Lucille Sangster and Phonoy his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Granberry with egg-nog sips Charles Berry here. Harold
and the delicacies that go is presently in school at Penn.
along. They both entertained State University after having
Members of the Stitch and
in their homes on Pine Street. received his commission upon
:Chat Sewing club met in the
eraduation from Tenn. State
SIGMAS HOLD MEETING
home of Mrs. Eva Hill of 829
lSaxon on Wednesday night,
Chanters of Sigma Gamma University in June. Albert
Berry,
another son is in his
Rho Sorority. Inc. in the State
Mrs. Julia B. Purnell, pro- ' The election climaxed a'Jan. 2, and made plans for in- Mademoiselle magazine's 1962 Merit Award winners, honored for signal achievement
of Tennessee held their annual sophomore year at Tenn. State fessor of psychology at South- week in which some 900 wom- stallation services at A later
during the past year:(1) Sidna Brower, student journalist; (2) Stephanie Merton
and
is
in
the
ROTC.
Neighborhood meeting on Dec.
ern university, Baton Rouge, en delegates took a close look meeting to be held in the
Russell,
social worker;(3) Maggy Reese, fashion designer;(4) Charlayne Hunter,
home
of
the
president,
28 in the specious home of Dr. TEACHER SURPRISED
La., was elected president of at scholarship aid, community
and Mrs. W. R. Bell on Hays. Mrs. Mary E. Harris, physic- Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority at service programs and organi- Donations were made to the student; (5) Barbara Harris, actress; (6) Regina Sarfaty, opera singer;(7) Joan:
The beautiful Yuletide setting al ed.. teacher and basketball the organization's 40th conven- zational structure of the 40,000 March of Dimes and money
and gifts presented to Mrs. Brown, painter; (8) Margaret Smith, tennis player; (9) Ann Eckels Bailie, space
gave everyone a deco feeling coach at Merry High school, tion recently.
member AKA sorority.
Corine Cochran at the close scientist; (10) Edna O'Brien, writer.
of well-being and comfort, and was extremely surprised when Results of one of the closest JUDGE SPEAKS
the "warm" colors of blue and her team entertained her at elections in recent AKA his- A keynote
of the meeting.
of the convention
NEW YORK, N. Y.-Sidna as fresh and breezy as her clothes, and received her M.F.A.there. She
gold used in the newly decor- a Christmas party in her home tory were reported to the del- designated "Changing With i A tasty menu was served.
began painting when she was 16.
ated home nroduced a cheer- on Cumberland. Mrs. Harris, egates Sunday evening. They The Changing Times — Mov- Mrs. Ruth Burke is secretary Brower, a senior at the University she started her career in departof Mississippi and editor of her ment-store window display. Her went briefly nonobjective, and has
ful and inviting atmosphere.
who coached the Merry team placed Mrs. Purnell 11 votes ing Forward With Our Youth," of the club.
college newspaper, The Missiuip- imaginative designing flare came now returned to imagery in her
The meetine was opened to a State Championship last ahead of Dr. Larzette Hale, of was set by U. S. District
plan, has been selected by Made- to the fore when she turned table big, freely handled, sensuously
with Mrs. Eldora Amos of year, was presented with a Langston, Okla., retiring na- Judge James B. Parsons .at a
magazine as one of the cloths into wacky dinner dresses. colored paintings. In 1960 she was
moiselle
Memphis, Tenn.. presiding. Re- lovely gift in appreciation for tional treasurer. Miss Laura public meeting prior to the
By now, she is very much in busi- much the youngest painter reproMerit Award winners.
1962
ten
ports from various delegates the loyalty she had shown to Kate Campbell, Detroit sch
irst session.
For the twentieth successive ness, coast-to-coast, though she 'rented in the Whitney's Young
to the meeting were given her team.
teacher, placed third.
Judge Parsons admonished
year, silver medallion awards were claims it is as much fun as hard America exhibition, and has had
awhile Mrs. Evelyn Hood of Weekend
guests in
one-man shows both at home and
the M r s. Emma Brinkley of the group to take a stand The South Side Social club presented to ten young women all work ("clothes are spoofs").
held
its
holiday
party
in
the
Mir Atlanta,
regional
director, home of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Philadelphia
CHARLAYNE HUNTER, twenty, in New York. Her work is included
in their twenties. The Merit Award
was re-elected against the teachings of the
William
brought greetings from the na- Bell were Mr. and Mrs. James first vice president. Mrs. Mary IBlack
Gillard
home
at
1060,
winners were praised by Betsy will graduate from college in June in a number of collections such as
Muslim
movement,
tional body and made several F. Hughes, now residents of P. King of Los Angeles, was Which he said originated in Cummings, and celebrated its 1 Talbot Blackwell, Mademoiselle's - the first Negro woman to do so the Museum of Modern Art, the
observations.
Nashville, who were accompa- elected secretary and Mrs. Detroit in 1930. Doctrines of first full year as an organi- editor-in-chief, as young women at the University of Georgia. Her Allbright Gallery in Buffalo and
zation.
Delegatee to the meeting nied by their son, James
"who have already distinguished admission in 1959 stirred up an the Williams College Museum. ReEugene B. Long of Tyler, love, rather than hate are
:were the most gracious hos- Michael, and Mr Hughes' parAs a result of the coopera- themselves in their fields and are ugly tempest of resistance among sides this precocious success, she
Texas, was named treasurer. needed in the world, today,
tion it received from the pub- expected to achieve even greater white segregationist students - a teaches art at the San Francisca
tess. Mrs. Vivian Bell, presi- ents. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes
he said.
lonely frightening experience dun Art Institute, and is married to a
dent of Nu Sigma chapter in of French Lick, Ind. Several
The convention was given a lic, the club was able to make honors."
donations of shoes and grocerMiss Brewer, twenty-one, a na- Miss Hunter went through with sculptor and has a son.
Jackson; Mrs. Marean Thai-befriends called on Saturday
report on completion of a $1,2,.MARGARET SMITII, a twenty.
and Mrs. Effie Ervin of Nash- evening and it seemed like
I tive of Memphis, courageously determined courage, crossing a
000 grant to the pediatric hos- ies to many needy families.
published a widely reprinted edi- frontier in American history. She year-old Aiistralian girl, whose
Arthur
Woodson
vale, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Brooks, old times with the Hughes here
will
be
host
pital at Howard University for
torial pleading for moderation has since won general admiration: home is in Melbourne, is generally
for the club's next meeting.
Mrs. Katherine Janes. Mrs. for the holidays.
research into sickle cell ane"nsidered the finest woman tennis
student, she has
Officers are James Mitchner, during the riots over the admission a scholarship
Charlie P. Roland and Mrs. Let's not forget the 100 year
mia, an affliction that Occurs
of Negro student James Meredith. been on the honor roll, the dean's player in the world. Though, she
Eldora Amos of Memphis: Mrs. anniversary of the Emancipresident:
Theodore
Walton,
The Southern Belles Bridge only in Negroes.
list, has won a national sorority has not yet won at Wimbledon, she
a drive to estabsecretary and Gus Hill, report- She also started
Clara Hewitt. Mrs. Annie pation. The Emancipation ad- club was recently entertained
lish a $1,000 scholarship in mem- award, works on the college news- is a marvelous server and volleyer,
REPORT $5.000
Bond, Mrs. Dorothy Young. dress in Jackson was given by
er.
by Mrs. Mary Lewis Rogers. A report was also made of
ory of Paul Guilhard, the French paper, and looks forward to a ca• and has the best ground strokes of
Mrs. Fannie Dobbins, Mrs. the Rev. U. Z. McKinnon who During the meeting, gifts were
any girl now playing. She holds
reporter killed at Ole Miss. Miss reer in journalism.
$8.000 in contributions to a
Mabel Chatman, Mrs. Mattie maintains a home in 'Jlekgon
BARBARA HARRIS, twenty-five, national titles in Australia, Italy,
Brower plans to get her master's
exchanged and secret pals re- national scholarship fund for
Milikin, Miss Jo Helen Bowers. but is presently director of vealed.
in journalism and later pursue has spent about a year playing the France, and Swirzerland: has won
Negroes.
and Mrs. Gracie Hurst of extension work at the Interschoolgirl siren. Rosalie. in Arthur important championships in the
some aspect of the field.
A note of sadness was ex- The new president, who
Jackson; and Mrs. Alberta denominational
Theological perienced at the announceGREENSBORO, N. C. - Dr.' The achievements of the other Kopit's off-Broadway production, U.S., including Forest Hills laes
was
accompanied
to
the
conJamison of Dyer, Tenn.
Center in Atlanta. If we should ment that a club member. Mrs.
Howard Thurman, dean of "young women of the year who "Oh Dad, Poor Dad." and at thes _fall. Unless she gets married, she
vention by her husband, ClifThe meeting concluded with go back and read the proclamas
in the January issue same time has managed to put in expects to go on playing tennis,
Lulah McEwen Hedgeman, was ton, and son, Clifton, Jr., is a Marsh Chapel at Boston Uni- are featured
a very tasty luncheon. Souven- don, we will find that we still
of Mademoiselle, range from head- some New York appearances with but "either way, I'll be happy."
versity,
will
be
the
speaker
for
immediately for Chi- graduate of Allen University,
ANN EtKELS BAILIE, SiVelg/
1
4‘.,
ire donated by the sorority have not reached the goal in leaving
line performance in sports and the "The Second City." the improvisacago to join her husband where and holds a masters degree the annual David D. Jones ser- arts to signal accomplishment in tional group she got her real start seven, is a graduate of Middlebury
kknd firma in Jackson were these 100 *years. Let's join the
vice
of
remembrance
to
be
held
they will establish residence. from Atlanta university.
work. with in Chicago. She has appeared College where she majored
"given each delegate.
fight.
in Pfeiffer Chapel at Bennett science, fashion, and social
Mrs. Thelma Bush Moore,
on television on "Playhouse 90" mathematics. In 1959, she was coIn Baton Rouge, Mrs. Purnell College on Sunday, January 13. They are:
retiring president, thanked club
STEPHANIE MERTON RUSSELL, a and the "Alfred Hitchcock Show." author of a paper in which deviais
chairman
of
her
church
Jones,
Dr.
a
native
of
Greensdurcooperation
tions she had observed in the orbit';
members for
board of trustees, and church boro, served as Bennett's pres- twenty-three-year-old psychiatric Besides rave notices, she has won
ing her two years as president.
worker, who is working on an ()hie award as the best actress of the U.S. satellite, Vanguard I,
social
organist. She is active in YW- ident from the time it became
The newly-elected president is
master's degree at the Univer- of 1961.2 and is going into rehears- were used to prove that the earth
CA work, and is officer in the a college for women in 1926 un- her
sity of Southern California': Ifer al in the Rodgers-Lerner musical, is not round, hut pear-shaped. Sit,''
Mrs. Charlene McGraw.
American Association of Uni- til a year before his death in interest in mental illness started in "I Picked a Daisy" next fall.
was then working in the TheoreOther new officers included:
versity Professors.
1956. Under his administration college when she was a leader of a
REGINA SARFATT, a twenty-four- tical Division of the Institute of
Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis, vice
the institution grew from a group of Harvard and Radcliffe year-old mezzo-soprano, made her Space Studies; she is now at God-,
president; Mrs. Mary Lewis
meager physical plant with 10 students who set up and operated debut at Town Hall in New York darn Space Flight Center in MaryRogers, secretary; Mrs. St. Elmo Hobson Inducted Into
;students to one of 42 acres with Wellmet, • halfway house for in 1958 after studying on a echo!. land. She is married and the Hampton, corresponding secre33 well - appointed buildings schizophrenic patients, a project arship at Julliard. Since then she mother of two children.
tary; Mrs. Thelma Bush Moore, UM's Phi Kappa Phi
Easy O'BRIF.N, twenty-nine, was
land an annual enrollment of that has opened new avenues of has sung such roles as Cherubino
ibusiness manager, and Mrs.
approach to the treatment of men- in "The Marriage of Figaro" and born in the west of Ireland and at.:
,over 500 students.
,Louise Walker, parliamentari- Louis B. Hobson principal
Octavian in "Der Rosenkavalier" seventeen went to Dublin to study,.,
tal illness. After graduating magna
of Manassas High school, has
an.
cum laude in 1961 from Radcliffe, with many American and European pharmacy. Later, married to a
The meeting was catered by been inducted into the Uni- Ex-Memphian Visits
Mrs. Russell did graduate work in opera companies. The mellow rich- novelist, she had two sons and"
the Mrs. Larcenia Cain group, versity of Michigan chapter Mrs. Earma L. Starks and the field of psychiatric social work ness and dark color of her voice, wrote two novels. The Country
,and was held at her lovely of the Honor Society of Phi her four children have return- at Simmons and continued her as well as the elegance of her Girls (1960) and The Lonely CDT
By CARLOTTA WATSON.
Don't parade your achieve- residence on Effie ave.
Kappa Phi, it was learned here ed to Chicago after having association with Wellmet before acting and the intelligent artistry (1962) reflect, with romantic sadaCounselor BTW High School ments or complain of your Other members present were this week.
visited her parents, Mr. and moving to California.
of her interpretations, have been ness, humor, and sensuous veil.
Dear Patrons ! ! !
losses. The good you may have Mrs. 011ie Mitchell, Mrs. Gwen- The honor came to Hobson Mrs. Robert
MAGGY REESE, twenty•nine, is a widely remarked. AS one critic similitude, the texture and cornett'
Thomas of 2408
Happy New Year ! ! Each done will shrink to nothingness dolyn Smith. Mrs. Thelma Ev- "in recognition of excellence VanDale and her mother-in- young California designer with a boldly put it, "All the attributes of a life much like her own. 61Cle,
DAY is New. The End of the When contrasted with all tha ans, Mrs. Mattie Oats. Mrs. in scholarship, participation in law,
has since written two plays which
Mrs. Maggie Starks at sense of humor. Her clothes - in for a destiny of greatness."
page, the beginning of another. GOOD YOU MIGHT HAVE Mildred Joseph and. ,Mrs. El- campus actiteities and services 345 E. Trigg during the holi- which the spirit of Claire McCarJOAN BROWN, twenty-four, a na- are being produced in Londatiacs
I am sure you have added up DONE BUT FAILED TO DO. eanor Currie.
The Lonely Girl is to be filmed-isFrancisco,
studied
at
dell breathes- are casual, slightly tive of San
to the university."
days.
your profits and loss in busi- The Psalmist says, "If thou
kooky and very young. Personally the San Francisco Art Institute Ireland next spring.
ness. I am sure you have scan- 0 Lord, sthouldst count inned the year for quick inven- iquities, 0 Lord, who shall
MARCH 9E DIMES CENTERS FIGHT CRIP
- RUNG DISEASES
thrice of varied sorts, to decide stand?" In Christ there is only
whether it was or was not a mercy. This mercy blankets the
trimoremmus
good year. But why not for- earth, swallows up our sins,
A0ANN
OMANI,
Disarm
•
get your disappointments and and puts us on our feet again,
0INDIANAROUS
OSYRACUs
adverstitea. Concentrate on the fresh and new for a New Year.
()moo
726 E. McLEMORE
WH 8-8121
()KANSAS cm
a storm
blessings. YOU ARE STILL
(Drawn
ALIVE.
A0101104
•01CLANOMA
You have eyes to see with
OOMPH
TOOK
and a brain that understands
Ossecarr
OP/SWAMI
meanings. You have some
OCIAKLAND
•ARMY CITY
friends, believe it or not.
0it SAN IRANOSCO
PNIMMARRIA
Death may have robbed you
is PITTIMAION
of someone dear, DisappointOBAITIMORI
OOLOS ANGUS
°WASHINGTON C.
ments in your work or in your BATON ROUGE, La. —
•O DOWNEY
°MORGANTOWN
eheriahed plans may weigh Mrs. Julia Brogden purnell,
I
•OarRILAND
heavily upon you. If they are Southern University Associate
MOTH DEFECTS
•4 -'"
..a-rv...Vill '
()Spatial Treetewar Como,
"OCCASION'S'S
real losses you cannot bury Professor, won the coveted
.
•
CIII‘tel SW* Conwis
•ONIONNAR
your head in the sand and honor of Supreme Basileus of
ARTHRITIS
CI DMUS'
forget them.
OCHMILIMION
the Alpha Kappa Alpha So*Sper&slTesetwwit Cerftra
°OM
Life is never all light; there rority. Inc., at the annual
OSANIWIRLI
0111lAkel Shorly Coneen
•
OJACISON
are shadows and sometimes Soule, held this year in DePOLIOMPIRMS
OATIARGA
HOUSTON
•
•
"1--•••••
darkness. Before you become troit, Mich., during the ChristA ermimmm CANN',
‘4=HitAtii":11-4/
AMA/MITA
ISMORIMISMa
all snarled up in striking bal- mas holidays.
ances, make sure that you
Mrs. Purnell, already quite Your March of Dimes contributions help bring
proximately ono-half of 1fts %often's medical
stand before your Maker as active in the sorority, was Imps eyed medical core to nearly all sections of
schools, 11 clinical study center which conduct
.,t;
OUR WORK IS
you do your additions and the director of the South- The I country. Today, 53 treatment centers
programs of sci•ntiRc research in addition to
HOLLAND
fubtractions. The year Was eastern Region of the organi- sprOscl new knowledge and apply latest tech.
teaching and patient care, along with seven
GUARANTEED
,respiratory centers fiar pestle yrofients. This
given you by God, and it is to zation. She has held numerous motes to care for birth defects, arthritis and
APPLIANCE
CO.
January marks the 15th anniversary of The
Him that you must make post since being a member of polio patients. Included in this figure are 35
special treatment centers affiliated with op.
National Foundation-March of Dimes.
reckoning.
the group some years ago.

Student Journalist is Named One of
"The Ten Young Women of the Year"

AKAs Elect Teacher
As Supreme Basileus

Sewing Club Will
Install Officers

South Side Club
Helps The Needy

Southern Belles
Elect Officers

Dr. Thurman To Speak
At Bennett Memorial
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HOLLAND APPLIANCE SERVICE

Win Sorority Honor
Elks Start Drive
For New Members
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ETTA KETT

By Paul Robinson

New

NOW THAT YOU'RE SCK,
DELMA HAS WINGEY PICK
HER UP FOR CLASS,
47' I SUPPOSE

THAT WAV SHE HAS
HIM ALL TO HERSELF.' I'LL 5er
(SHE LOVE5
THAT!

W1-1AT'S

SO
FUNAN

(13VE.1 I'M WELL
ENOUGH TO GO
TO CLASS THIS
MORNING!
WINGEYS
PICKINC
ME UP.'

"MID
A TRICK ON
ETTA

Secret Agent X9

By Bob Lewis
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THERE'S ETTA!
I DARE YOU!

THANKS!
THAT'S ONE
DOLLAR!

OKAY!
WATCH-

APE YOU KIDDING?
BILL SAID I DIDN'T
HAVE THE NERVE TO
STEAL A KISS!
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by Bud Sagendorf

POPEYE

Evit Itoge VI

14
Hi4 ROCKET
CH! ITS SO
JUL! MUST BE A
NO MORE
-41/../DRED MILES
HIGH BY haw!
POPEYE!

yOEI TINE

y

1

ID SUGOEsT, MtSS OYL _THAT
YOU START MAKING NEW
PLANE, FOR YOUR
FUTURE!

G,WIATLLt DOTI
WHAT'LL

HS
SAILozON
TO MARS!

0

4
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•(t_..f.Caerte-

,A:Na POCKET
TOOK OFF

rre NICELY,
MAG6Y:

•_

ISN'T IT
WoNCORFUL?
POPEYE
ON HI6 WAY!

AN T YOU PROUD, MtSS OIL?
HEW IJEHI YOUR SAILOR BOY
IS WING To BE. THE FIRST
MAN ON MARS!

BLOW ME DOWN !?
I CgEi..4 FUNNY!
I FEELS LIKE I DONT
WEIGH ANYTHINV
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DAILY FORTUNE FINDER
To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write In the letters
of the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the astrological period in which you were born. You will find it fun.
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 11 910 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 19 20 21 33 33 24 25 26
ABCDIFGH II KLPANOPOR STUVWX-1-.3
JAN.22I 6 1193 914 120 914 7 6 9144
FM.20
F11.21.
7 5 20 15 14 23 9 20 8 14 5 23 23 15 18 11
MAR.20
MAC.21.
1 22 1 12 I 14 3 8 5 15 6 13 15 14 5 25
API.20
API. 213 1 19 20 23 15 18 18 9 5 19 1 19 9 4 5
MAY 20
MAT 216 15 18 13 I 16 1 18 20 14 5 18 19 8 9 /6
JUNI 21
Am!22- 12 15 7 9 3 1 12 4 5 3 9 19 9 15 14 19
JULY 23
JULY 24I 13 1 10 15 18 10 15 2 1 4 22 1 14 3 5
AUG. 22
AUG.231 19 15 18 18 15 23 9 19 1 22 15 9 4 5 4
SEPT.23
Set 24914 920 9 1 20 5 7 15 15 4 13 15 22 5
OCT.23
OM 24160V.22
NOV.23DtC. 22
DOC. 23JAN. 21
€4
.
1

0A

1 6 6 9 18 13 1 20 9 22 5 18 5 16 12 25
3 512 5 218 120 514 5 23 12 21
14 523 212 5 19 19 914 7
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"Silk covering for your settee? Lingerie's the next
aisle and to the right!"
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!Request Probe Of
"Opportunity" In
U.S. Air Force
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SPORTS
HORIZON

!

The
GRANDVIEW, Mo.
asked for an investigation "of promotional opportunities for Negro airmen in
the 29th Air Division" stationed at Richards-Gebatir Air
Force Base here this week.
Leonard Carter. NAACP
field secretary, asked Gerhard
A. Gesell. chairman of the Advisory Committee on Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces,
in Washington to "determine
the actual policies being employed."
The NAACP pointed out that
there have been no Negro promotions since 1936 in the
grades of airman first class to
sergeant; staff sergeant
to technical sergeant: and
technical sergeant to master
sergeant.
The Association Is awaiting a
response from the federal
agency. Meanwhile, Congressman Charles Diggs has been
of the situation.

NAACP
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Turner helping out with 19.
MELROSE HOLIDAY
Eddie Howard was the HamilWINNER
Melrose, who had played ton spark cashing in with 17.
TOP SALESMAN OF 1962 — Arthur Ross Jones has been
only three scheduled Prep Hamilton suffered its second
selected as "top salesman of 1962" by Associated Southern
sixth
and
week
the
of
defeat
League games when they enIndustries. 1161 Union ave., Westinghouse Air Conditioning
In as many outings when Matered the LeMoyne Holiday nassas posted a 55-48 triumph
and Heating Division. Among those who are responsible for
placing him hi the top spot, he says, are churches. conCage Tournament, captured over the Wildcats.
four games to win first place Getting double figure scorstruction companies, beauty salons, hat shops, flower shops
in the nine team scramble.
ing from four players usually
and residences. Those interested in free surveys may contact
The Golden Wildcats faced low - scoring Douglass racked
ggi
him at BR 441700 or 946-4245. A member of St. Andrews
11111 Father Bertrand, the only team up its highest score of the seaAME church, he attended Shelby County Training school
to defeat them in regular sea- son in downing Mt. Pisgah, 76- IN CHARITY BENEFIT — These young
order, are Miss Dorothy Slate, Mrs. Ruth*
Is the proprietor of Ross'
and Griggs Business college.
son play, in the finals. Down 62, at Douglass. James Eubanks
LaGrone, Mrs. Ceres Butters, Mrs. Janie
women and the gentleman donated time and
and Sundry store at 1386 La(ham. tWithera Photo)
Grocery
four points at the half. Mel- had 21 to spearhead the Doug.
Hurd, Mrs. Cometta Mayes, Mrs, Eunice Carrose rallied in the last five lass scoring splurge with Roose- talent in the MI Nick's Yuletide Fashion
ruthers, Mrs..DeLehr Culpepper, Miss 6101'01
minutes to overcome Bertrand velt Shelton's 19, Vester Swift's show for the benefit of the ('olored Citizens'
Massey and Mrs. Mary McQuerter. Miss Car52-44 at the wire.
17, and Walter Winfrey's 11 (7ouncli's Christmas fund. Seated from left
ruthers was narrator for the show, Mrs. LoBobby Smith led the Melrose thrown in for good measure. are Miss Geraldine Lynom, Miss Clementine
rene Flowers and Miss Patricia McDaniel diattack, with 15 points. How- The Red Devils will have, Deddman, Miss Earlene Gilliam, Charles Pick rected the models.
ever, it was the late outside
hands full this week with ens. Miss Nobeiene Nubia, Miss Marie Allen
shooting of James Sandridge Lester and Melrose.
and Mrs. Versa Johnson. Standing. same
that spelled defeat for
LOCAL COLLEGES WINLESS Thunderbolts. Most of the 12 LeMoyne and Owens drop-I
male
points chalked up by Sand- pad close decisions after
ridge came in the clutch.
hoeg
t
lo
e
m
fro
s.
y
g asto hoalcidtiaon
urn ro
Bertrand upset Lester in the
semi-finals to assure them- ay-off certainly took its toll in
selves of their best finish ever he 84-83 loss by LeMovne to
LeMoyne's Magicians tackle, howe Cr, for LeMoyne's main of his average of 30 points
in the LeMoyne College-epon- Tuskegee at Bruce Hall last another tough opponent Mon.'five: James Gordon and Wil- which has kept him in the top
sored affair.
dly night. Jan. 14, when they lie Herenton at the forwards, six among the nation's inFriday.
Douglass couldn't combat the The next night at Washing. take on the Dillard University Jerome Wright at center said dividual scorers in the small
Lester height and went down ton High School. Owens ap- five from New Orleans in Richard Dumas and Monroe college division.
..;
I LeMoyne will play five road
to the Lions, 60-51 in the con- peered to be a little sluggish Bruce Hall. Game time is at Curtin at the guard posts.
! Currin was the floor general games this month, opening
soletion game for third place. while dropping a 78-70 decision 8.
Melrose_and Bertrand placed to Coahoma Junior college of It will be the last game in, for LeMoyne and high man against Stillman College in
two players each and Lester clarksdale,
Memphis for the Magicians1with 23, but he was far short Alabama. Jan. 17.
had one on the All-Tournament , Taking nothing away from until Feb. 1 when Ala.bam;i
team. Lester's Richard Jones.!the aggressive play of Tuske- A&M shows here.
LeMOTNE ACE -- Willie Ilewho made last year's all-starlgee, however, it was obvious
Mcmphians are still talking
renton. 6-6 senior forward for
squad, was replaced by hiaIthat it wasn't the same Le- about last Friday night's con.;
LeMoyne, has been a valuable
hustling teammate, Charts slMoyne team that had dropped test which saw Tuskegee eke
asset to the squad this
Bowers.
Only on game in six outings, out an 84-83 victory over I.
His defensive and offensive
including a December 20th Moyne before a packed gym.
LIONS GAIN REVENGE
mork on the floor stand out.
The Lester Lions showed no trimming of Kentucky State It was a thriller front beginN
AMA
0
Arkansas
51STEWART
T.
By EDGAR
I
fling to end.
mercy when they ran up against at Frankfurt.
0
ARM
Alcorn
34
Bertrand last Wednesday night Floor mistakes kept the Ma- Costly mistakes on the .floor I 'I he Orange Blossom Classic
14 Southern
19
Friday, Jan. 18
Saturday, Jan. 12
•
in the Thunderbolts' gym just gicians from utilizing their and a shortage of bench I i the outstanding Negro foot- 45 Grambling
is
21
8 p.m. "Saturday Night at 9 p.m. "Bell Teleptionb
four days after they had been fastbreak to' a degree of con- strength hurt LeMoyne in the Iball
13
game of the 1982 year. It I 36 Wiley
the Movies" will have as its Hour." Appearing will
long run. The team will be
knocked from the unbeaten list sistency.
decides which team is to be 26 T•xas Southern
singer Patti Page, Fred War13
feature, "The Sun Also Rises,"
by Bertrand in the LeMoyne Foul trouble that sidelined given a big lift at the start national champions.
Stat•
36 Ten
ing and his Pennsylvanians,
Holiday Tourney. The Lions James Gordon for a spell and of the second semester when This year, Jackson State
Ave
Powell,
featuring Tyrone
concert pianist Jean Casadesus
Florida's 1962 record:
were in complete control sisal facial cut that benched fresh- David Gaines returns to the
Gardner, Mel Ferrer and Er- and New York City
College of Jackson, Miss., won 60 Benedict
they raced to a 41-21 halftime man sensation. Dick Dumas, lineup.
roll Flynn.
that honor. The classic was
dancers.
WASHINGTON -- (UPI) —
lead enroute to a 78-65 victory.Ididn't help Jerry Johnson's Fans had nothing but praise, started in 1933 with a game
Jan, 13
Saturday, Jan. 19
36 Morris Brown
12 The Senate Rackets CommitThe margin at the interrnis-IPurple Wave any.
'between Florida and Howard.
tee will send an investigator 9 p.m. "Show of the Week" 12:30 "Breakthrough." Pre56 Belhune•Cookmen
sion allowed Lester to mast! LeMoyne fought from a halfmiere of a new series for chilThe attendance at these 90 Tenneeeee
to Chicago to make a prelim- Is a drams, "Windfall,' with
the rest of the way, despite a time deficit to lead on Monroe
games is usually between 43,38 North Carolina ART I inary inquiry into the pro foot- Eddie Albert and Glynis Johns dren designed to help them In
spirited attemot by the Caller Currin's two points. 81-80 with
a better understanding of
000 and 45.000. This was the 67 Allen
ball point shaving develop- Ca stars.
lics to get back in the game. 47 seconds remaining only to
first loss by Florida in two
themselves and others Eact
ments, it was learned Monday. Monday, Jan. 14
25 Southern
Charles Nulls, Richard Jones, have Tuskegee regain the lead
years and ended a 21-game 28 Texas Southern
WMCT will observe its 14th show in the series of 13 tel
16
However, a spokesman
and Charles Rowers, the Lester for keeps 84-81, on two
winning streak.
story common to the
the Investigations Committee year of telecasting
frontline, accounted for 59 free throws with just four secof Alost children.
A great financial success for ON SOUTH TEAM
headed by Sen. John L. Mc- 6:30 p.m. "Biography"
points. Paulk topped all scorers onds left. Willie Herenton's
in
seen
Two
players
the
of
t-•
Miami, it is said that more
will narrate life story
with 23. The rangy trio aver- lay-up at the buzzer just made NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — than $250,000 is spent at enter- the Orange Blossom classic Clellan. D-Ark., refused
AT LAST FPS HERE'
The World Boxing Association prises in the city because of were among the students who speculate on whether Chicago of President Charles
ages over six feet, four inches. it close.
Thousands or men today feel
France.
Yoons end PePPY up to 75. That
Bobby Todd threw in 22 for, Lean Ed Brackin was the a pproved a return heavyweight the game A soft drink com- participated in the North- Bear Fullback Rick Casares
Wed. wtsk. rundown feeling mey
only he from the need for a sun.
Bertrand in a losing effort. Alabamians bread and butter t itle match between Champion pany gave each player on South game for the first time or Club Owner and Coach Tuesday, Jan. 15
'icy NATURES own
Lester had to postpone its man. with 28 points. Currin, al- Sonny Liston and Floyd Pat- both teams a souvenir watch, in history. They were Willie George Halas would be goes- 8:30 "Dick Powell Show." Plemenl.
r•rnedy.
honed, which he said cleared Robert Mitchum is host. Drama
end
all-American
scheduled game with Washing- though below his 30 plus aver- erson.
Richardson
all.
RUMOTEX,
a total of 103 in
PHYSI.
"The Losers."
from Jackson State and Bob him of any suspicions
ton last Friday because of work age, continued as the chief Le. Also, the association said the
The 1902 record for
CLAN'S FORMULA
wrong-doing
being done on the Lion.s floor. Moyne threat with 23 points. original breach of the rules and
Paramore of Florida.
1,11.hed gfter 3
not
if
Mirk
,
)
mu.
State:
2 veople
hot!les. Only $5 00 for
In other prep action, Carver Herenton bucketed 17 along regulations of the WBA, which
8 p.m. "Bob Hope Show," strew.
('On., eheek Or mow
outraced Hamilton, 72-50, with with Dumas who was unable do not permit return - bout 56 MI College
Seen on the show will be por- order.
Willie Gilliand's 23 tallies to operate because of a cut over clauses, was committed by an- 41 Prairie View
tions of Hope's performance;
THE RUMOTEX CO.
7
50 Mississippi Vocational 0
showing the way with Carl his eye, late in the second haft other state.
at Christmas for troops at Far! 239 kola 11510 Cr CO. Itoz 204
New lions 29, N.Y.
I
Eastern and Pacific bases.

staff

9

advised

their

TROOPER TIPPS SAYS:

*Slow Drivers Are
Dangerous Too."..

the

magicians To Take On ufliard Jan 14

•

lie

Orange Blossom Classic
Brings Money To Miami

season.

WMCT To Begin 14th Year;
- Children's Series Starts

Rackets Body
To Visit Here
In Grid Probe

Banat

Sunday.

•

WBA Approves
Floyd, Sonny
pressure
Return Bout

I

for

to Wallace
of

Lester Lions Lead In
Prep League Cage Race

GIRLS!!

The Lester ',inns still head League Standings: W L Pet.
4 0 1.000
the Prep League cage race Lester
.800
4 1
after a month of action, with Washington
.800
4 1
for
Tied
second
record.
4-0
a
2 1
Melrose
3 3
are Washington and Douglass Carver
•.:(7)
2 4 .333
Manassas
with identical 4-1 marks.
1 4 .200
Bertrand
Manasof
Mitchell
Wesley
0 6
Hamilton
sas is the top point producer,
Pt.. Av.
Scorers: Sc.
but Melrose guard, James Mitchell—Manassas
84 14.0
83 16.3
Sandridge, sports the best Samuels—Bertrand
80 16.0
average — 20.4 for just three Shelton—Douglass
77 19.1
Jones — Lester
games. Next in line is Lester's
77 12.5
Turner—Carver
8-6 post man, Richard Jones Patton—Carver
65 10.5
who had scored at a 19.1 per Sandridge—Melrose 64 20.4
61 121
game clip. Roderick Samuels Todd — Bertrand
61 15 1
of Bertrand has scored 83 Paulk - Lester
points, the second highest total.
PREP GAMES: Wednesday,
January 11th, Lester vs...Douglass at Lester; Melrose.at Car''LOWEST RATES
ver; Friday, January 11th,
IN TOWN"
Douglass travels to Melrose,
L.61 a Layne DIst•ntre
Bertrand entertains Manassas;
Monday, January 14th, Melrose at home against BertBR 4-0942 I
rand, Douglass hosts Manassas, Lester visits Hamilton,
911 Raynor St.
and Calker rolls out the carpet for Washington.

GIRLS!,

Douglass

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

• •

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

(....-(`'

Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!

W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO.

HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID-SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND PQ1ULARITY CONTEST

HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
RULES OF CONTEST

•

•

If you ar• that young lady, re.
veal yours•11 by entering th• "Miss
mid-s•oh- Cont•st which is b•ing
th• TrI.Stat•
sponser•d • by
.
Defender.
H•r• ar• it. quolifications for
•nt•ring the cont•st.
(1) Any singl• y oung women
between the ages ef .16 to 22
yisers el am who has never been
aiarrient.
(2) Must be of good reputation.
(3) Must Is• a member of sante
civic, social or r•ligious orgoni.
ration.
(4) Must hav• written consent of
parents Or guardian.
(5) Must hav• attains at least
two y•ors in high school.
Rul•s of th• popularity con.
tirst include*:
must register
Coist•stants
With th• Tri•Stase Defender not
later then January 19th, 1963.
The starting dat• for Cont•stants
to registo is at 10 a.m., Sets,
day, D•c. 15, at the Tri•Stets
Defender offic•, 136 S. 'Yelling.
t'n Av•.
.1. Cock contestant must pass the
^Clicisl Wry qualifications.
2. Must obtain entry qu•lification
susita of 200 official vist•e by
c.ta,,,y 2, 1963 to cpnfintt• in
r note's,

3. Official starting det• is Orac•inber 15, 1961 et 10:00 A.M.
4. Ballots ,vill Issi count•rf •och
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during it.
entir• time of cont•st. Ballots eon
b• brought ar mail•d to it. Tri•
Stet. Defender's office, at the
nbove nddr•ss. Frick week votes
wi II km counted,and ran in thi• nest
issue of th• Tri-Stato Defender.
5. Feels contestant must submit a
r•c•nt photograph of h•rs•if pm.
f•rabily (block & whit., glossy,
5 0 7), bust.
6. Official ballots (vot•s) will nilpear in th• Tel•Statle Defender only.
7. For each new subscription of
it. Tri-State Defender sold by a
contestant, bonus votes will be
nwarri•d. For a 1 y•or's subscrialion (96.00) 100 votes will be
awarded; 6 months subscription
($3.00) 50 votrrs will b• etward•cl
and for a 3 months subscription
(51.75) 25 vot•s will be awarded.
8. Each cont•stant is •ligibl• to
be sponsored by a bu siness firm,
religious, social sr civic organise.
than.
9. Contest •nds April 13, 1963 at
5:00 P.M.
10. WirtnIlt wilt be ennounced April,
20, 1063, in tisq Tri•Steto Defender.
11. Coronation Sall will he held
May 4, 1963.
12. Decision of judges final.
13. Fatty fe• MAO. --,_

I

SEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID -SOUTH CONTEST
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington
a
Please Send Me An Application and Other
Information For The
MISS MID -SOUTH CO1ITEST

opowalsamosmaummamismaar
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

CAR WASH $
•
•
•
•
•

N A.."'

.000

Top

e4,,/4

Sat. or Sun. $1.25
Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Oper S AM. to 2 IX

3 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru

Friday

•
•
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
, .. - l i a

...

a
3100 Summer at Baltic
•
ta••masmistsia••••■■••••■••••••■••P

•

PH O N E

_

A L'L. ---

SCHOOL OR COLL.LE

A

of is
Wednesday, Jan. IS

Jackson

GIRLS!!

experi-

a
Ulan ences
DeGaulle 'MEN

SHAW'S CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE
4 HR. SERVICE WHEN DESIRED

1695 SWIFT
PHO WH 8-5517

OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
AUTO LIABILITY INSURANCE - ANY LEGAL DRIVER
YOU ARE NEITHER TOO OLD NOR TOO YOUNG

OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER
OK OK OK OK

IA 61917
OK OK OK OK

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311'

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!
••••••••••=.1.,

Manhattan Bowling Ball•
Crown Rrinc• 8. Swingster Shirts & Blousits
Complet• Lin• Of Bowlin g Suppli•s & Equipment
Trophies For All Occasions

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Bowling Equirment Headquarters"
FA 7-5122
2975 Lamar

HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC

DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8-64141

cingtxt,,,w

trear

•
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'High Court To Review
D• • LI„,b

Tr -Community News

urn. For Sale

SATURDAY, JANUARY 12, 1963

1 Situation Wanted

b'tR 50S.

CRIVAIE PARTY WI141.D LIRE TO
Beautiful Walnut finished. 891^e, purviews a borne bar la fair conditype Plano
Mr. Call JArksoe 6-53117.
Pee Nn.
PERIEN CEO
BEAUTICIANS
2 PiECES KROELER LIVING ROOM EXwant.
Job as elminpooer in white
Suite.
Excellent condition. 549.01/ shop or ae seamstress. JA 3.2684.
Call BR 2-2278.

CHURCH NEWS
TEEN LAND
LEAVING CITY, SACRIFICE HOUSEhold items & Furniture at bargain *Help
A post-Yuletide program' Top teenagers of Ole 1110.11I.1
Prices for quick sale. Too many item•
we
was given at the Beach Grove'are Ray Partee, Jerald JenJ
u
d
g
to list. Most like new
men
t
Al Fraction
RACISDAIJC EMPLOYMENT
of
original cost. FiR 6-3072.
Ile
Beauty oper•tor to WOOL la
Baptist church last Thursday'nings and Luther Arnold,
White Beauty Shop
Juniors, a n d sophomores
Comb
Meld
125 wk.
night, and the pastor, Rev.
Partee an d Joh n
ClevelandPt
Short Order Cook
$20 up
WANT TO BUY
ANY
TYPE
been
The main body of the ad
defined by the decisions
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
Maids - Cock
Wynne, delivered an inspiring Jones.
CLOCKS REGARDLESS OF CON
JA 5-4419
was purportedly signed by
of this court.
DITION.
message.
Tops among the girls are — The Supreme Court
"It transforms the action for some 80 prominent persons, inWOMAN DESIRES JOB All MAID OR
Alm. Any Make Clock Repaired
baby sitter five days a week. Call.
Many people were unable to Willie Jenkins, a junior, and granted hearings to the defamation from a method of cluding the Ike Mrs. Eleanor
Will Pick Up And Deliver
Gt. 8-4581
and
York
four
Times
New
B.
Harris,
Willie
sophomore.
be present for the service on
protecting private reputation Roosevelt. In addition, names 3. A. Hickey
WOULD LIKE WORK AS (1118140N
PH: EX 7.8742
Negro
who
clergymen
are
Persons
interested
in having
Ironer or keep children.
account of the bad weather.
to a device for insulating gov- of 20 ministers, among them
WH 8.2181.
We are sorry to report that news reported from this area contesting a $500,000 libel ernment against attack. If the the four in today's case, were
PIANO FOR SALE
returned in 1960 by judgment
Homeworkera Wanted:
Mr. and Mrs. C. Jennings have should contact John Jones, judgment
stands, its impact included as endorsers of the Extra nice baby grand piano excel!.
a Montgomery, Ala. jury in
condition. Call Mrs. Lucille Phillips w• will send you the complete names
will be grave—not only upon appeal.
Moved from the community. writer and paper salesman.
and &Aare.. of 50 U.S. firms that
favor of City Police Commis
Missing from the China Grove
the press but also upon those
Urging
the
court
to
cfrny
URGENTLY NEED ROMEWORRENS
ioner L. B. Sullivan.
tor only 25c
postpaid
slush your
whose welfare may depend on review, attorneys for Sullivan Apts. For Rent
school will be Odie and Ima
name
addrees
and 25c today to
The court will hear arguability and willingness of said the advertisement libeled FURNISHED ROOM WITH HALF- h'ARMER 21011i }
Jean Jennings. The family will
,
Itth Ave, New York
ments on the case sometime the
10. N.Y.
publications, to—give voice to him "with violent, inflamma- brith-w•ter A lights turntaned Phone
be missed because of
during the term beginning
grievances against- the agen- tory and devastating lang- Bit 3-7124.
church activities.
HAMPTON, Va. -- A grant next October. A written opinNEWLY
REMODELED
Cies of governmental power. uage." They said the Times 3 • BEDROOM
- I. R. KITCHEN SOCIAL NEWS
of $25,000 was received by ion will follow.
The issues are momentous. . ." was seeking "to overturn im- Bath 1158 (bow° PHONE.
A social was held at'theMt.
The Alabama Supreme Court
WH 2-5537
Zion school on New Year's Hampton Institute from an affirmed the judgment last The lawsuit was one of five bedded constitutional princi- NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
virtually identical actions ples."
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 665
night and was sponsored by anonymous donor, reported Dr. Aug. 30.
WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, 525.00.
brought by Gov. John A. Pat- "This case has been tried in S.
Water turniabaci. Call BR 2-2115.
Ile Young Community group. Jerome H. Holland, president.
The clergymen, who filed a
APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
Music and refreshments were The money will be used over separate appeal, are Revs. terson and city officials be- a state court according to ad- 3-ROOM
NICE. $40.00. CALL WI! 641645 or
cause of an advertisement mittedly proper court procedplentiful.
a three-year period for expan- Ralph Abernathy and S. S. which the Times ran on March ure, and a jury has decided JA 6-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
Salesmen
:A luncheon was given in the
and
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
Seay Sr., of Montgomery; Rev.
saleswomen
home of Mrs. Arthula Arnold sion and development of the F. L. Shuttlesworth of Bir- 29, 1960. The complainants the facts," the statement said. 2 Ig.. unfurn. rms, for r•nt wanted to sell retail advertis'asked
million.
for
a
total
of
$3
The
ministers
petiin
their
WH 2.3937, call after 5 p.m.
ing in the Memphis maiket.
on Christmas Day. Afterwards non-graded laboratory school, mingham; and Rev. J. E. LowEntitled "Heed Their Rising tion asserted that the judg- UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT We pay 25 per cent
games were enjoyed.
which was opened last Septem- ery of Nashville, Tenn. Lowand 30
2 Ise. unfurnished rooms for rent.
advertisement
Voices,"
the
constitument
violated
their
per cent contract commission
WH 2.3937, call after 5 p.m.
Boys Club members of Ten- ter and the fir3t o: its type in ery was formerly pastor of a
shandling
with
Nethe
dealt
rights,
of
because,
tional
among
on the dollar.
.
nessee should
write Johnl
church in Mobile, Ala.
Virginia.
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
Jones, Rutherford, Tenn., for
The Times said in its appeal: gro student demonstrations in other things, (1) There was no
Montgomery
It
and
elsewhere.
In
they
the
proof
had
that
ungraded
system
a
autho236 South Wellington Street
The decision of the susome important information.
The Jubilee club said it child competes only with his preme court of Alabama gives also sought funds for defense rized use of their names; (2) PIANO. VOICE AND CHARM
Memphis. Tenn.
close.. Private or groups. Special
of
Luther
Rev.
King
Martin
racially
were
tried
They
in
a
would like to express its ap- own rate of progress and is not a scope and application to the
rate to school children. Z. Lols King.
integrationist
Jr.,
leader,
who
courtroom
segregated
"per1616
South
Parkway
East,
Pho.preciation to those who helped retarded by uniform grading. law of libel so restrictive of
YES
275-0435
was then up for trial on meated with an atmosphere
the right to protest and to critto. make the "Yuletide FestiYOU ,
H
,
AV
wE
oul/F;?Ifle Oin
litst it
le,
FrE
wT
ari
gifted and the averThus,
the
c
harges
of
lying
about
i
his
state
and
r
(3)
racial
Negroes
bias;'
IFtharYt
icize official conduct that it
vat" a sucGss. More support
THIS
to wall or
Coil
Miller
will be needed at the end of age are given attention and abridges the freedom of the 'income tax. He was later ac- were systematically excluded f a f mo
ecortna.tde..
8-1702.
SPACE
IS
opportunity.
the present year.
press, as that freedom has quitted.
from the jury.

Wanted

or Sale Misc.
3 ACRES FOR BALE
3108 N Germantown Rood north of
Highw•y 66 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs George
Gibbe Jr.
54 MERCURY - ONLY 165
In good condition. Radio, heater. good
tires. .w battery. MU 5.15641.
1959 Bonneville tor sale • P.S. Wht. wall tires, dean and in •scenant
condition. Call Mr. Elbert House —
948-8835, 2143 spirts.
USED CAR FOR SALE
Extra nice one owner 53 Oldsmobile
Correct
30.000 Radio, heater
all new tire.. Call 274-5849
Mrs
Lucille Phillips.

Check Our Ads Daily

Hampton Getc $25,000
Gift for Lab School

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Business Services

BUSINESS CARDS

Cards . Lefler Head, - FAtWedding Anne. Reasonable
prices - 24 hour Inerrilee. All kinds
of orlmma dr Publishing. Office, &hod
Is Church supplier,.
Stanback Printing & Publishing Co
2477 Deadrick Ave.
FA 7-9127
or
324-5449

FOR

Business

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
ELMOR'S

COLETTA'S

WAYNIE:b

TAILORS

SHOE STORE BEALEST.

TUXEDOS
RENTALS
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
525-9395
129 Beale

SALE
sing

BOY'S SHOES
oa NOW

Peg

et

MEN'S SHOES
Peg. 51/.95 r:Ca S688 8488

SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST. Allar
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
Men's Slip Over
RUBBERS
4 BUCKLE
BOOTS
Men's Heavy
Rubber SHOES
Man's Insulated
Rublo.zr BOOTS.

"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by

151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

ERNEST WITHERS

MEN S SHOP

STAN LEONARD

t2v8

FOR HIS XMAS GIFT

$4"

PHONE JA 7-6757
159 61 BEALE ST
MEMPHIS 3. TENN.

$4"

s88"

SPECIAL
Use Our lay -A Way Plan

You can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender ueekls. Cali us or come in
todas. e tieliser to sour door.

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR

NEED—MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

FFICE

MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
Or
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

MONEY LOANED
ON. ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 1711 BEALE STREET

Vtsit M & H BARBER SHOP

GOLF CLUBS
With Good Big Bag

WOMEN is Ito are interested in
making money. Call Jackson 6-8397

SALKY -BROTHERS
SPECIAL

h

MONEY
TO LOAN !

Metal Suitcases

ON ANYTHING OF VALUF
Bargains In Unredeemsid P:edges
Shotguns - Cameras - Dinmonds
nadir. - Jewelry - Clothin g 1

Foot Lockers

J
$5

Up

122 BEALE ST
JA 7-9646

PAWN SHOP

122 BEALE

Ladies DRESSES
Valu•s up to
$4.95 on bolcony•
Many styl•• to
silliest from.
Good •Ims
special a.

PRINTING CO.

,

Up•towiette
Black Only.
Si... 5 to 10.

144

POir

orOnoy.

Cholc•
of th•
house...

Ladies HATS

Now on sole any styl• ond any

,

1963 Standard Sunday School
Comm•ntary..
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday School
$2.95
Commentary
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL

Branded •hirts up ta 21.95
value in

Wet('it Ccei

whit•ond

colors •
sines. 3 to
16.
Each..

Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.

RAGLAND'S
Sem Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd. Service — JA 5-9672

RAGLAND
& SCOTT
880 E. McLEMORE
"The Best In

"The Best In
Service And
Quality"

Service And
Quality"

69'

Pocket

HARRY'S
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
205 Beal. St.
WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT

AFTER CHRISTMAS
SALE

PARKIlIG
ALL WEEK
PARKITIG

25C
00

MECHANIC SERVICE
WEAVER'S FAST CAR
WASHING — EXPERT
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Duty Daily

LADIES'
LADIES' SHOES

HEAVY-DUTY

WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATION

THIS WEEKSSPECIAL
WATCH CRYSTALS
STRETCH

75'

WATCH BANDS $r

MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST.
"Smolf Enough to
Your Busonell"

Appreciat•

Res. Phone JA 7-8471

ROAD SERVICE

NYLON HOSIERY

$1" 44c

KOEN'S
CLEANERS

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:

ANNUAL RATES ;7 _

$10 — $25

CLEA4IN0• PRESSINc.•
ALTERATIONS —EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
SAME DAY SERVICE

Re
whni
A sn
e

what
mat
signed
l°
Lincol
tic of
Bor
slaves
her 90
nda a:
is
tory,"
grow
tstrsst.
e
f inrm
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eig
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"was
later r
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cause
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water
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
l'his is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her

0
CALL.

new home.
you Dissatisfied

Are

with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragedic
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM

BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is '2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK

343 Beale Si., liesephle, Tenn
•

4.

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19-Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers .
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
Mod•rn Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75,30 ff.
Dicing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Reguletior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competitive
Matches, Classes — Box* — Community Programs
7•Largis Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Classes — Forums —
Conferences — Teas — Socials

Points for Emphasis

345 BEALE STREET
Phew JA 7-4732
Ray. C. M. LEE, Owner,

ALL DAY
ALL DAY

3.

BAPTIST BOOKSTORE

color

I.
2.

TENN.
REGULAR

94

Boys SHIRTS
4 )///
/
Tea 6
(

J A 6.9441 - WH 6.5690
Flowers for All Occasions
Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Mrs. Wilma+ nleydes, Prof,

Cholc• of th•
,
h ox:uHpo:: for.95

NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!
JOIN TODAY!

tO.

TA*

Ladies COATS

Entire stock of Lodi•s Coots
mork•d down. Now is th• tirn•
$1 ro 110Y•

Ladies Dress
SLIPPERS

1.41EUER71PS
5

YMCA

g000r

87 YEARS OF PROGRESS

ADS

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

6
4
- 7

up

RADIOS-LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY

UNCLE SAM'S

Jislaorir,718

itt

or Jackson 6-8398
Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
UNCLE SAM

CLASSIFIED.

ADVERTISER

PAP ES

BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

W• Hove 13•11r, In Busln•ss 1 S
Y•ors, B•caus• lq• Are Sp•clel.
Ist• In Our Field.

319 BEALE STREET

138 BEALE STREET

THAN'S
LOAN

CLEANERS
& HATTERS

CAPITOL LOANS

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

AN

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

omplete Set of Registered

& UP)

M&H

at

S19

Corr., Pr r.r•

STUDIO —1

shop

cel,,peo -

Vol

HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAN BELL'S HAND SIGN.

JACKSON
6-8391

NEVI
WE!
Vent

NUM
the
arer
gITti
aget
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was
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see(

